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An Organized Profit Improvement Program
by CHARLES H. GLEASON
Ass is tant to the Executive Vice President, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Ne w Yo rk , N . Y.

The form of an effective profit improvement -cost reduction program
emerges from this article. Also explored and detailed to far as practicable are the principal areas in which the company's experience indicates that worth while profit improvement projects may be found
to be most abundant.

P
` erating costs.

PROGRAM for reducing opConsequently planned action directed toward reducing costs
ught to be referred to as a cost reduction -profit improvement program, rather
ROFIT I M PROV E M E N T IS T HE OBJECT IV E O F AN Y

ha n ju st a co st r e du ct io n p ro gr a m .
I n est a b lishi ng su ch a p r o g r a m , ou r en t ir e a tt en ti on sh o u l d no t be dire cted
ma n u fa ct u r in g c o st s, e v e n t h o u g h t h e s e m a y p r e s e n t a fe r t i l e f i e l d fo r r e d u c -

ig costs and improving profits. Profit improvement equally as large can come
rom better purchasing, better product design, better selling, and a more intellient pricing policy.
It is not enough that such a program be comprehensive. It must also be con nuous. All too frequently, company managements go along complacently with
)sts higher than necessary, so long as the company is earning what they have
:cepted as a satisfactory profit. When profits start to shrink, they bestir them-Ives and issue a directive or order to cut costs by a specified percentage, depart lent by department, across the board. Such arbitrary, across- the -board cost
!duction directives from top management, with their tell -tale implications of
rior neglect of important problems, have no place in modern industrial man ;ement (except as an expedient when a company is rapidly sliding into bank iptcy) . Cost reduction for profit improvement should be just as definite a

Ip priority with management in good times as in bad times. If it is, the cominy will have a lean, hard - hitting operating organization geared to make profits
id able to carry on successfully through depression years.
C T O B E R , 1930
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Program a Personal Responsibility at All Levels
The first step in organizing for effective profit improvement is to place the
responsibility for the overall program in the hands of one individual. This
man may or may not devote his whole time to the program, depending upon
the size of the company and its organization plan. He must have the full, unqualified support of top management. He must be the sparkplug or leader who
coordinates the efforts of the organization and guards against the bogging down
of the program as the months go by.
When the company is large and has a number of operating divisions, responsibility for the program should follow organizational lines and one man should
head activity for each division. The overall company coordinator would work
through the division men who may or may not devote all of their time to the
program. When, instead of divisions, or in a further breakdown of some or
all of them, there are multiple plants, there should be one man to head up the
program in each plant. For this purpose, the chief industrial engineer is generally a good choice so far as the manufacturing activities are concerned. He
has an intimate knowledge of operations and is constantly working on better
methods and for higher operating efficiency. However, an equally satisfactory
selection might be a process engineer or a production supervisor who has had
wide experience and has demonstrated an interest in profit improvement proj-

ects.
The sales, administrative, and accounting departments are best incorporated
in the program independently of the manufacturing organization. In the sales
department, the merchandising manager or office manager, who knows the detail of sales department activities, is- a logical man to head the program. For
the administration and accounting departments, the chief accountant or chief
cost accountant should be an excellent choice.
A complicated setup should not result. All that is necessary is to follow
organizational lines in carrying out the direction of the program and the flow
of information on projects from the plant or division departments up to the
company coordinator.
Plant, Division, and Company Reports

A systematic method of reporting progress on all profit improvement proj.
ects is essential for maximum results and for maintaining that interest in the
program which will assure its successful operation year after year. Such
procedure is being used successfully by our company. Each plant within oui
multiple -plant divisions reports to the division coordinator. The man respon
124
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sible for the plant program works with the department foremen, engineers,
and plant staff men. It is his responsibility to ferret out all possible cost reduction -profit improvement projects, investigate their merit, and determine the
amount of the profit improvement to be realized and the cost involved.
Projects originate in many ways, from the suggestion system and from the
daily work of industrial engineers and product engineers, maintenance men,
foremen, purchasing and cost men. Each project which has merit is given a
number and is assigned to an individual or group to sponsor and push to completion. Weekly or bi- weekly meetings are held in the plant and the projects
are reviewed and progress reported. (These meetings are especially effective
when the plant manager sits in) . Once each month, the plants make a standard form of report to the division coordinator who, in turn, consolidates the
reports into a division report to New York.
MONTHLY REPORT— COMPLETED PROJECTS
Division . ............................... Plant ..

...............................

Month Ending

Current Year Profit Realization*
Annual Rate of Profit Realization*
Project
Cost

Operations

Materials

January
February
June
July (current month)
Accum. Total

Total

Detail of Current Month Completed Projects
Project
Project
Number Description cost

Current Year
Profit Realization*
Operations Materials

Annual Rafe of
Profit Realization*
Operations Materials

* Each o': these captions governs three columns on full form.
Totals
Issued by
Date

..................................
............................... ...............................

EXHIBIT 1

As submitted by the plants to the division coordinator, the report consists
of three component reports. The first is a Report on Completed Projects (Exhibit 1 ) . It will be observed that this report is in two sections. The top is a
recapitulation, month by month, of the dollar cost of projects and dollar profit
OCTOBER, 1950
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MONTHLY REPORT— ACTIVE PROJECTS
Division. ............................... Plant.....

...............................

Project
Number

Person
Assigned

Description

Month ending

Status or
Per cent Complete

............................

Expected
Completion Date

Issued by
Date

....................... ...............................
........................................... - ----- ----- - - - - --

EXHIBIT 2

improvement. Profit improvement is reported in terms of an amount for the
current year and an annual amount. The reason for showing both the current
year and annual basis is to give a clearer perspective on accomplishments. A
project completed in October can contribute only two months' profits in a
calendar year. The annual profit improvement figure affords a better comparison with the cost of putting the project into operation. The bottom section of the report shows the detail of projects completed during the month.
The second component of the monthly plant report is the Report on Active
Projects (Exhibit 2 ) . This shows the status of all projects which have been
approved, the persons responsible for them, per cent completion and expected
completion date. The third report component which goes into the monthly report is Report on Abandoned Projects (Exhibit 3). Occasionally, after a project
has been started, a change in operations or some other project initiated at a
later date may make obsolete an earlier project or so reduce its profit possibilities above cost that a decision is made to abandon it. The cost to date of abandonment is shown, and the reason for not continuing is also shown. Costs incurred on abandoned projects are added to the costs on completed projects in
the top section of the completed project report to show the full picture of costs

MONTHLY REPORT— ABANDONED PROJECTS
Division _
Project
Number

Plant
Description

... ...............................
Date
Abandoned

Month ending

Project
Cost

...........................

Reason Abandoned

Issuedby
Date

....................... ...............................
......... ...................... ...............................

EXHIBIT 3
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of the profit improvement program. The three reports just described comprise
the whole recording and reporting procedure by the plants.
In addition to the reports from the manufacturing plants, the division coordinator receives similar reports from the division engineering, sales, amministrative, and accounting departments. As soon as all plant and department
reports are issued, the division coordinator makes a consolidated recapitulation
of the project costs and profit realization section of the completed project report and .sends a copy of this consolidated report, together with copies of all
plant reports, to the company coordinator in the New York office. Copies
also go to such division personnel as are designated for the purpose by the division general manager.
When all of the division reports have been received in New York, a consolidated company report is prepared of the project costs and profit realization
section of the divisions' completed project reports. Copies of this companywide report go to the president, executive vice president, treasurer, and controller. Copies also go to each division general manager and division coordinator so that they may compare the results they have achieved with those of
the company as a whole.
Calculation of Savings
Project costs appearing in the reports represent the plants' best estimate of
all costs, except general plant overhead. Projected profits represent the plants'
best estimate of savings or profit increases to be realized during the current
year and on an annual basis.
For example, if the project covers a new machine to increase production per
operator hour or reduce scrap, the cost will be the cost of the machine installed.
Projected profits will be the direct labor dollar savings per piece or per thousand times the projected production. To this will be added as an overhead
saving a standard figure which we have established as a conservative ratio of
overhead saving accompanying direct labor saving. If the new machine means
more maintenance or operating costs than the equipment replaced, an estimate
of this extra cost is deducted from the projected savings to arrive at a sound
net savings to be reported for the project. No consideration is given to interest on investment or to depreciation. If the annual savings will amortize
the project cost within a maximum of three years, for example, we know the
economics are right. I can see no objection, however, to considering interest
and depreciation in computing savings if that is desired.
To this point, there has been offered the general setup and related reporting
OCTOBER,
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procedure of our cost reduction -profit improvement program, which has been
in operation almost three years. It has proven to be a simple, successful way
of coordinating the efforts of twenty plants and the sales, accounting and administrative departments comprising our eight major product divisions. It is
going stronger today than a year ago. It is an effective tool toward better
profits, and there is no lack of profitable projects in any plant.
Profit Improvement Points: The Product and the Materials
Such being the mode of attack on the problem, what are some of the avenues
for cost reduction and profit improvement which have yielded greatest results
or prospects of future results?
One of the first lines of appropriate inquiry relates to the product itself.
All too frequently we accept new products designed by our development engineers as items that must be produced as designed, with materials as specified,
and with plus or minus tolerance as called for by the prints. On the contrary,
no product should be accepted for production until it has been studied
part by a clinic from development engineering, production, industrial engineering, purchasing and cost estimating. A similar clinic on products already
in production almost surely will develop equally valuable cost savings. Even
when the product has been thoroughly tested and will perform satisfactorily,
there are a number of points that should be examined with respect to it. Unless the product development engineer is a rare combination of creative genius
and practical production man, there will be some real cost reduction projects
developed from a study which will develop answers to the following:
I. Have standard parts and materials been
used wherever possible?
2. Has the amount of special deep -draw
die work and special dies and tools been
held to a minimum?
3. Are tolerances as wide as can be allowed?

4. Have parts been designed from the
standpoint of production by the cheapest method, either on available equipment within the plant or by outside suppliers?
5. Has due regard been given to ease and
speed in assembly?

Materials and supplies represent the major portion of costs for most products. Therefore, purchasing policies and practices should be a rich field for
profit improvement projects. Here again there are specific questions to answer:
I. Are bids being obtained from a representative number of good sources?
2. Other things being equal, is the low bidder getting the business?
3. W hat is the experience with vendors on
reject materials and the cost of materials
inspection to guard against poor vendor
quality?
128

4. Are standard parts, materials, and supplies being purchased wherever possible?
5. Are standard quantities ordered?
6. Is there a better way vendors could pack
to reduce their cost or the plant's cost of
handling to storage and to production
floors?
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

Along these and other lines, purchasing department profit improvement projects may be developed.
New materials and alloys are coming on the market. Some of these make
for superior quality, sometimes at lower cost or they may be easier to work and
produce less scrap and rejects. No company today can afford to neglect the
field of new materials in its quest for lower costs and improved profits.
Inventory control of materials and supplies, in- process production, and finished stock is an important field for profit improvement. In this direction, it
may be asked whether inventory standards are adequate and allow for an optimum turnover of inventory, whether storage space is adequate to prevent
loss or damage to stocks, and whether stocks are active and obsolescence kept
at a minimum. Obsolescence due to change in design or specifications can
mean heavy write -offs if there are large inventories and poor coordination
between engineering, sales, and production scheduling. Elimination of obsolescence of materials through better planning and coordination can pay big
profit improvement dividends.
Profit Improvement Points: Direct Labor, Quality Control
It is axiomatic in industrial engineering that the starting point in improving
labor efficiency is not the worker, himself, but his tools and the physical facilities surrounding his work station. Many plants have hardly scratched the surface in reduction of labor costs. Here are a few experience- tested suggestions
for direct labor cost reduction projects, which will lead to a great many other
projects if pursued aggressively:
I. Good housekeeping in departments.
2. Proper tools, jigs, and fixtures kept in
the best possible working condition.
3. Adequate machine maintenance to keep
machine down time to a minimum and
make possible maximum productivity per
machine hour.
4. Constant study and improvement in
labor layout and methods, with operator
training in such methods.
5. Time standards kept up to date, i.e.,
changed immediately when there has
been a change in methods, equipment,
or machine speeds.
b. A proper flow of materials and parts to
and from the work station, without the
necessity of the worker having to interrupt his operating cycle to do a materials handling job.

7. Elimination of hand work through the
substitution of automatic or semiautomatic machines wherever the savings
will justify the investment.
8. Replacement of obsolete machines by
newer equipment.
9. Installation of wage incentives when
coupled with good methods, correct
labor standards, good production control, and tool and equipment maintenance.
10. Adequate departmental daily records
of production, individual worker efficiency, and of machine and labor idle
time and its causes.
11. Reduction of labor turnover.

Under the heading of quality control are grouped all of those activities concerned with the determination of whether purchased materials, parts, and sup OCTOBER, 1950
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plies meet company specifications, the inspection of company manufactured
parts, and the determination of the quality standards of finished products. The
field of quality work offers substantial possibilities for cost reduction and profit
improvement. The objective should be to guard against the company's paying
for defective or below- standard materials and parts and also to assure management that the quality of finished products meets the standards set by the company.
Of equal importance, however, quality control should mean the analysis of
why parts or finished goods were defective, why scrap is high. Knowing the
cause of defective items and excess scrap is the first step in correction and reduction of costs. If quality control is approached from the viewpoint of cost
reduction and profit improvement, a wealth of projects to work on will be
found.
Profit Improvement Points: Factory and General Burden
A good starting point in analyzing overhead manufacturing costs for cost
reduction projects is to start with the cost accounting department's fixed and
variable cost standards used in the budgetary control of overhead costs. Incidentally, few fixed costs are so fixed in nature that they cannot be changed
by management decision. If the company does not have a good system of variable or flexible budgetary control of overhead costs, the establishment of one
is a good cost reduction project for the accountant to start on.
The development of adequate overhead cost standards for each overhead
cost account requires the determination of what costs should be at a low volume
of plant activity and what costs should be at a high volume of activity. A
detailed study of the departmental operating data on which these standards
are based will provide an unending list of projects. Those suggested below may
serve to stimulate thinking:

of

trucks so as to increase the daily road
mileage per truck?
4. Operating organization. —What does the
organization chart look like? Are there
too many layers
supervisory men between the plant manager and the foremen? Is there too fine a breakdown of
functions, so that responsibility cannot
be easily placed or quick action taken
to implement changes? The organization
chart is an eloquent picture of management thinking and plant operations.

of

I. Departmental indirect labor costs. —Does
the plant maintain the proper ratio of
indirect labor personnel to direct production workers?
2. Materials handling to storage, to production departments and between production departments. —Can costs be reduced
through power lift trucks, conveyors, etc.,
or better layout of the plant?
3. Transportation costs, incoming and out going.—Is the plant using the lowest cost
service? Could anything be done to facilitate quicker loading and unloading

As mentioned earlier, cost reduction and profit improvement projects should
130
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not be confined to the manufacturing side of operations. Administration, accounting, and selling can also contribute their full quota of projects. It is desirable to start from the organization chart of administration and accounting
departments and to analyze each section or group shown there, asking these
questions:
I. What does this group contribute to the
operations?
2. Does its contribution pay an adequate
dividend when measured by its costs?

3. What would happen if the activity were
eliminated or reduced in size or scope?

Overhead cost standards for variable budgetary control of administrative
and accounting costs can be developed as successfully as for manufacturing
overhead costs. They should be used, and each month the several department
heads should be required to explain when costs exceed allowable budget. These
cost standards also serve as a starting point for examination of the make -up of
costs and determination of the points at which reductions can be effected. For
example, a good field for cost reduction is in the elimination of all unnecessary
reports and unnecessary copies of reports. Seeing that required reports are in
such form as to allow for easy preparation also constitutes a worth while project.
Whatever doubts may attach to the practicability of control of advertising
and direct selling costs, there are many sales office and field warehousing costs
which are closely related to current sales volume and which can be controlled
successfully.
Other possibilities of cost reduction and profit improvement associated with
sales are:
I. Reduction of allowances and returns.
2. More economical packaging design and
operations.
3. Attention to printing and distribution

cost of sales helps.
4. Servicing cost reductions.
5. Simplification of product lines.
b. Selected Selling.

Start Now
Although a wide range of cost reduction -profit improvement possibilities
has been mentioned here, these are only a beginning. In every company there
is an unlimited opportunity to improve operations, reduce costs, and better
profits. All that is necessary to start cashing in on this source of profits is to
organize for it and keep everlastingly at the job.
An ounce of refined gold remains an ounce of gold so long as it continues
to exist. It does not multiply itself, but a cost reduction -profit improvement
project may multiply a thousand -fold through repetition and growth. It will
be made obsolete only by a better idea and project.
OCTOBER, 1950
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The Accountant —And Profitable Operations
by T. R. HOSICK
Partner, W ilson, Hosick & Co., W inston Salem, N. C.

It is up to the accountant to take his place in management by aggressive exercise of his function, according to the present author who indicates that a proper view of this function includes a constructive,
watchful and, fact - implemented outlook on the future.

T ness means enterprise.

in the sense that aggressiveI use the word, "enterprise ", as contrasted to such
meanings as self- assertiveness or extreme forwardness. The "aggressiveness" I
refer to deals with the establishment of procedures and methods beyond those
that we are currently using, which will provide information regarding efficiency
and accomplishment, such information to be reported in a concise and understandable way. The accountant's aggressiveness should not lead him into fields
beyond his limitations and recognition of these limitations is a valuable asset.
However, it is rather hard for me to understand why, especially in the organization of new companies, intelligent people get themselves promptly into a
difficult situation, with no thought that competent accounting advice might
supply at least part of the remedy. We generally associate cost accounting with
the production of goods, but let us assume that the accountant has prepared an
organizational budget designed to show the financial requirements for putting a
new plant into profitable operation. Such a budget would include a complete
forecast for at least the first six months and, although the estimates used would
necessarily be inexact, I cannot help but believe that they would reduce the hazard of failure or prevent a company doomed to failure from going too far before
this was known. For companies which are to continue on, the budget would
show the capital necessary to tide them over the starting period.
HERE IS A NEED FOR AGGRESSIVE ACCOUNTANTS

The Beginning May Be the End
I have in mind a case of failure which appeared to me to have been the result of not understanding the facts of business life. In brief, a business was
organized, a manufacturing plant was constructed, and creditors and stockholders lost $400,000 in less than one year with no chance of recovery.
The plant was completed early in the year at a cost in excess of $ 3 3 0 , 0 0 0 .
All but $100,000 of this was raised by sale of stock locally (the sales ability was
there) and the under - capitalization was offset to some extent by the use of
borrowed money. This use of long -term borrowed money as a part of the capi132
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tal structure is not unusual and is done primarily to increase the return on equity
capital or for purpose of control by limited capital. The danger inherent in this
type of capitalization lies in the inability to secure additional equity capital during early operating periods when a company may sustain considerable initial
loss resulting, if not in insolvency, at least in an unbalanced ratio between borrowed capital and equity capital and difficulty in obtaining any emergency financing needed.
In this case, the company began operations and was immediately embarrassed
by lack of working capital, aggravated by operating losses. Money was borrowed on inventory liens, accounts receivable, and on anything else that
could be used as collateral. In six months the situation was serious and it was
evident that some type of reorganization must be made. After much discussion
and with outside assistance from one of the principal creditors, a rather elaborate
plan of reorganization was presented.
Sales orders were satisfactory but past performance did not indicate profitable
operations, although the company had not had sufficient working capital nor
had it been in operation long enough to use past performance as a real guide for
the future. The answer was in the field of cost accounting, not in the narrow
field of cost accounting which deals in computations based upon previous experience but cost accounting in the concept that we may intelligently look into
the future and make a forecast of events to come and by such forecast determine
whether or not profitable operations are indicated.
More Than Production Needed
Studies were made of the manufacturing operations and of the quantities of
the various raw materials used to manufacture the finished product. A preliminary budget of costs and expenses from which to compute product costs was
constructed. The forecast was not especially encouraging, yet it indicated that
on an economical operation, which would require rigorous adjustments, some
profit might be made. However, the theory that production and production
alone will solve all business problems stood in the way. It was necessary to report: "Manufacturing operations do not meet the necessary standard for efficiency and economy. Excessive variation of materials used as compared with
quantities necessary to manufacture the product indicates serious waste and the
absence of any material control. Lack of sufficient capital to operate the plant
at normal capacity has caused many of the faults in manufacturing and has
necessitated short -runs and plant shut - downs, but there has been no constant
effort to control costs or to schedule production for efficient operation."
OCTOBER, 1950
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In this instance, the foregoing passage amounted to an accurate prophecy of
bankruptcy. There were many difficulties to overcome in the reorganization of
this company but I firmly believe, if it could have been reported that with sufficient working capital future efficiency was assured, the other problems would
have been solved. Even more important, could not the trained faculties of the
cost accountant have detected the handwriting on the wall prior to the time the
first dollars were invested in plant construction and so counselled a better start?
The Accountant Can Improve His Relationships to Management
The position of the accountant in the affairs of business is the subject of
much discussion by both management and the accountant. Here is a relationship of much value if the accountant is capable and management has the necessary confidence. In many instances, however, the accountant feels that his work
is not appreciated and thereby loses any incentive he may have for improvement. On the other hand, management may feel that accountants are rather
involved and arbitrary in their thinking and given to the submission of complicated and lengthy reports.
I believe that improvement in this relationship lies primarily in the hands
of the accountant. To do this will require aggressiveness. The accountant must
find his place in the business he serves. He must determine the kind of information management will need and will use and he must prove to management the reliability of the information submitted. He must learn to interpret
the results of his work in understandable language, not only for management
but for those at the operating level. Lack of understanding of the accountant's
report by those responsible for efficiency and accomplishment will destroy its
value and limit the accounting department to a very narrow field. Regular meetings with department heads and others concerned will do much to improve this
important part of accounting service.
Progress in any particular field requires careful consideration of the limitations and weaknesses existing in the current stage of its development. There
is much to be done in the presentation of accounting information so that it
will be understandable to the general public. There is still more to be done to
make measurement of accomplishment and efficiency by the use of cost accounting acceptable to many groups at the management level. Cost accounting,
cost control, standard costs, are terminology to describe methods and procedures
to obtain a certain kind of information. To too many nonaccountants and possibly to some accountants, these expressions are just terminology. In educating
others, we educate ourselves and the need for some aggressiveness along these
lines cannot be denied.
134
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Aggressiveness —Not Assertiveness
We must not forget that, insofar as the value of a person is concerned, there
is a very direct relationship between aggressiveness and ability. However, the
ideal is to find aggressiveness in a capable person as contrasted with self- asserttiveness. I have noticed in my association over many years with young accountants, at least in the public accounting field, that their progress is somewhat
cyclical. At first, they are generally humble and apprehensive. Gradually they
become bolder and, somewhere along the cycle, they become an absolute authority
on all accounting matters and just below the status of absolute authority on many
nonaccounting matters.
After that time they level off gradually and begin to realize that accounting
is rather involved in itself without the nonaccounting fields that they have assumed as a supplementary undertaking. By the time they reach maturity in their
work, they are humble and apprehensive again. The earlier the cycle is completed the better for the accounting profession, whether public or industrial.
Aggressiveness is so badly needed that the admixture of assertiveness which
sometimes enters in, is a real fault for accountants to overcome.
An Instrument of Business
The boundaries of accounting are based upon its practical use as an instrument of business. In the development of accounting as a tool of management,
we are attempting to measure results by the use of certain specifications or
criteria, and such specifications are not necessarily historical. Budgets, forecasts
and standard costs afford such criteria. The use of these possibly hybrid procedures by the accounting profession can be justified by their acceptance by
management, but more important is the fact that the accountant is about the
only one capable of providing the means or mechanisms necessary to make such
measurement.
The accountant's capabilities are such that he can, with the assistance of those
having knowledge of the sales market, procurement, engineering, and of statistical data of industry associations, compile information of great organizational
value in giving a new enterprise its proper start. From there on, he can work
with internal sources to supply elements of control and direction which knowledge of cost and financial facts alone can give and which the techniques of accounting have been devised to convey. The accountant, with his associates in
management, belongs on the ground floor of business and on all subsequent
tiers of the business structure which may be erected.
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Alternatives in Pension Planning
by RAE D. ANDERSON
Dean of Faculty, Bentley School of Accounting and Finance, Boston, Mass.

Many of the facts underlying problems of choice which face pension
planners are assembled in the present article. Equal emphasis is placed
upon the formulation and financing of plant. Points made are given
tabular and graphic illustration.

be an established part of our econP omy. While the recent revision of thetosocial
security law provides for inRIVATE PE N SI ON PLAN S APPE AR N O W

creased benefits and a broadening of coverage, there are few who believe that
such changes will cause any wholesale abandonment of existing private plans
or seriously discourage the formulation of new ones. It can perhaps be said
that the private pension plan is here to stay. It is the object of the paper to
inquire into some of the problems which are encountered if the decision to
inaugurate a plan is made.
Coping with The Pension Problem
A company may deal with the pension problem in one of three principal
ways, as follows:
I. Rely entirely on social security.
2. Inaugurate an informal plan of supple.
menting social security benefits to retired
employees by pension payments on an
individual case basis out of current corporate income.
3. Establish a formal plan under which
monies are set aside currently to provide
for the pension obligation of the future.
Since the nature of such a plan is com-

municated to the employees, they may
rely upon it in planning for their future
financial security. The formal plan is a
means of coping with a future problem
but the roots of that problem are in the
present and the past. The financing of
a formal plan may be accomplished
through the purchase of insurance contracts, the creation of a fund, or a combination of these two methods.

This article assumes that, in most instances, a company will be giving consideration to the third course, that of setting up a formal pension plan. The
problems which will then be faced are taken up in the two principal sections
into which this paper is divided. The first deals with pension plan provisions
relating to such topics as eligibility, retirement age, amount of pensions integration with social security, past service costs, vesting of company contributions and the matter of employee contributions. The second section of the
article is devoted to methods of financing pension plans and considers, in turn,
retirement annuity contracts, retirement income contracts, group annuity con 136
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tracts, group permanent contracts, and trusteed plans, describing each type.
A good many cost illustrations are offered to make points clear and to afford
comparisons. Because the discussion in the first section of the paper (placed
first because the matters dealt with are among those which will come to attention first in pension planning) cannot be covered wholly apart from the methods of financing pension plans, some of these illustrations anticipate material
discussed more fully in the second section.
The cost illustrations are, for the most part, based on rates used by a leading
insurance company in the issue of standard annuity contracts. The rates of only
one company are used to facilitate comparisons.
BASIC PROVISIONS OF T HE PENSION PLAN

As no two companies are exactly alike, it is impossible to describe a standard
pension plan which will meet the needs of and be suited for every company.
However, the development of a pension plan for any company will necessarily .
require an answer to certain basic questions which involve the fundamental
structure of the plan.
Who Shall Be Eligible to Participate

and When?

The determination of the classification or group of employees to participate
in the plan is obviously an important factor in its cost. If the plan is to embrace personnel through all salary brackets and in all categories of work, this
problem is thus disposed of. If, however, some employees are to be excluded,
considerable attention should be paid to provisions of the internal revenue code
and to treasury department regulations, to make sure that the plan will qualify
thereunder so that company contributions will be deductible items on the federal tax return. Seasonal and part -time personnel are normally excluded for
obvious reasons. It is interesting to note that more and more plans are all -inclusive as to eligibility.
Not uncommonly, participation in a pension plan is restricted to those who
have attained a stated minimum age. The usual minimum ages are either 2 5
or 30. The theory underlying the exclusion of those below the minimum is
that turnover is apt to be relatively high in this group and, furthermore, persons of younger ages are addressing themselves to matters which are infinitely
more real and fascinating to them than pensions and retirement. It is questionable whether turnover is materially reduced among younger employees by the
existence of a company pension plan, the benefits from which will not materialize for forty years or so.
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Occasionally the minimum age requirement for female employees is set higher
than for males on the supposition that marriage will remove a major portion of
the women in this group from employment.
At first glance it would appear that the higher the minimum eligibility age
the lower the cost will be. This is not necessarily the case. To illustrate, using
the standard annuity rates of a prominent insurance company applicable to
males:

Cos+ of annuity of $100 a month, 10 years certain and
continuous, a+ age 65
Annual premium
Years to retirement
Aggregate gross cost

Participation begins
at age
25
$261.10
40
$10,444

30
$320.70
35
$11,225

If dividends were recognized, the cost differential would be even greater.
Also if the plan were contributory the cost variance, so far as the company is
concerned, would be further widened because, if eligible at the earlier age, the
employee would be bearing a portion of the cost for an additional five -year
period.
In order to exclude from the plan employees who will not prove to be permanent it is customary to fix a waiting period prior to participation. Insurance
companies generally prefer a period of between three and five years. Tax regulations provide that the waiting period cannot exceed five years.
One of the most difficult of all pension decisions is where to draw the line
on maximum age. The problem is aggravated by the relatively high cost of
providing pension benefits to those in the higher age groups. Inability to cope
with this problem has undoubtedly been one of the chief obstacles to the institution of pension plans by many companies. The cost factor here can be appreciated when it is realized that most insurance companies require a fund of
approximately $15,870 for males and $18,250 for females to furnish an annuity
of $100 a month for life with ten years certain under the standard form of
contract. Accumulation of the fiend over a short period makes for a substantial annual outlay.
To ease the problem and spread the cost, many plans provide for retirement
of present employees over 55 years of agb after ten years of participation, regardless of the retirement age for others, i.e., 56 at 66, 57 at 67, and so on.
Some companies deal with the situation by excluding all such employees from
the formal plan and furnishing pension benefits to them out of current in138
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come on an individual merit basis. Other companies, unable or unwilling to
face up to the problem, abandon all efforts to set up a plan. The result is that
the problem is stored up for the future when it may prove to be even more
burdensome costwise.
The Matter of Retirement Age
The great bulk of plans in force provide for a normal retirement age of 65.
Many of us like to toy with the idea of retirement at 60 or even 55, but our
mental wanderings are sharply brought back to reality when the matter of cost is
considered. Retirement at these earlier ages require a 12 per cent or a 26 per
cent greater fund and, of course, the increased fund will have to be accumulated over a shorter period of time, which means a substantially greater annual
outlay. The following table makes this clear:
Fund required by insurance
company for $10 a month,
10 years certain and continuous
Retirement at age

Male

Female

65
60
55

$1,587
1,783
1,996

$1,825
2,041
2,262

Optional retirement earlier than the normal retirement age is a frequent pension plan provision, carrying with it a proportionate reduction in pension benefits.
Getting at the Amount of the Pension to Be Provided
The most common ways of determining pension benefits are:
I. Money - purchase plan.
2. Flat percentage of salary.

3. Percentage for each year of service.

The money purchase plan involves the setting aside by the employer of a
fixed percentage of each employee's salary to furnish whatever pension it will
buy. Thus, the primary emphasis is on cost and the cost for all employees is
on a uniform basis. Here, the cost is fixed while benefits vary.
Under the flat percentage method pension, benefits rather than fund contributions are computed as a percentage of salary. In some cases the salary
for this purpose is limited to the salary of the latest ten years or the highest
in ten years. It is customary to adjust the percentage where the service falls
below a stated minimum period. Thus, if the pension benefit is 40 per cent of
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salary for employees with 25 years of service, it might be provided that 11/2
per cent be subtracted for each year short of 25.
The third method provides for a pension equal to a stated percentage of salary
4 per
multiplied by years of service. Common percentages are 1 per cent, 11/
11/
2
cent,
per cent. For example, if a plan stipulates 1 per cent, an employee
30 years old with a monthly salary of $300 will receive a pension of $105 a
month at age 65. ($300 x 1 per cent x 35 years.)

PENSION BENEFITS AND COSTS UNDER ALTERNATIVE METHODS
I. Money- purchase plan with a pension cost of 10 per cent of payroll stipulated.
Monthly
Male
Annual
pension
employee
Age
Salary
cost
at 65*
A
35
$6,000
$600
$149.34
B
40
6,000
600
115.98
C
45
6,000
600
86.46
D
50
6,000
600
60.42
2. Flat percentage pension at 40 per cent of base salary with a reduction of
per cent for each year of service less than 25.

•

Monthly pension
at 6 5 *
Amount
45.0
$225.00
37.5
187.50
30.0
150.00
22.5
112.50

$

Years
Age
Salary
to 65
35
$6,000
30
40
6,000
25
45
6,000
20
50
6,000
15
For life with 10 years certain.

Annual
cost
803.60
1,034.60
1,127.75
1,241.25

future service.

%

Male
employee
A
B
C
D

$

%

Monthly pension
Male
Years
at 65*
employee Age
Salary
to 65
Amount
A
35
$6,000
30
40.0
$200.00
8
40
6,000
25
40.0
200.00
C
45
6,000
20
32.5
162.50
D
50
6,000
15
25.0
125.00
3. Percentage based on service at 11/2 per cent for each year of

11/2

Annual
cost
904.55
969.93
1,041.00
1,117.13

EXHIBIT 1

The distinctions among the several means of determining pension benefits
is perhaps best drawn by an illustration. X corporation institutes a pension
plan and assumes the entire cost. Pension benefits and cost under the several
types will be as in Exhibit 1. It will be observed that the money - purchase plan
favors younger employees and calls for relatively fixed costs. Under the flat
percentage method, the employee with long service appears at a disadvantage.
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Integration of Pension Plans with Social Security
In the last year or two a number of plans have been negotiated which, in
general, provide for a flat pension inclusive of social security benefits. One
hundred dollars a month has been the usual pension thus provided. Since
these negotiations have been accompanied by a strike or a threat thereof and
since the companies affected are large -scale units and dominant factors in the
economy of the nation, the plans received considerable national publicity. They
are significant, also, because they drive home the fact that pensions now constitute a part of the program of the union movement and future union demands
upon industry are likely to include pensions and increases in pensions.
Many pension plans are arranged so that pension benefits are integrated with
social security benefits. The procedure in these cases has ordinarily been to
provide pensions of a stated percentage of salary inclusive of primary social
security benefits. The result is that the employer's cost is limited to the cost
of the pension in excess of the social security benefit. Since social security benefits favor lower paid employees when viewed as a percentage of regular pay,
many private plans in effect furnish proportionately smaller benefit for personnel in this category. The following is illustrative, assuming a plan providing a pension of 40 per cent of salary, including social security:

Employee

Monthly
salary

Age

Total

A
B
C

$300
500
200

40
40
40

$120
200
80

$80
80
65

Company
Amount
$ 40
120
I6

%

PENSION
Social
security

33
60
19

Social security benefits are recognized indirectly in many plans either by limiting the pension plan to compensation in excess of $3,000 (maximum amount
heretofore subject to social security coverage) or by figuring the pension at
graduated percentages, for instance: one half per cent of the first $3,000 of
annual compensation and one per cent on the excess. With the maximum
amount subject to social security coverage now $3,600 a year, the new maximum will probably supplant the old $3,000 maximum in its effect upon these
plans.
Past Service Costs
The problem of past service is one of the greatest obstacles to the initiation
of a pension plan by many companies. If the proportion of employees with
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long service is large when measured against total employees, the cost of the
plan will undoubtedly prove to be substantial. Not infrequently the problem
is further aggravated by the fact that ordinarily those with long service are in
the higher salary brackets. Furthermore, it is generally impracticable and impossible to ask the employees to contribute on account of their past service
pensions. The problem of past service may be solved or its effect mitigated by
one of the following approaches:
I. Recognizing past service at a reduced
percentage. For example, one half of
one per cent for past service compensation and one per cent for future service.
2. Limiting the years of past service to be
recognized:
a. By stipulating a maximum number of
service years to be considered. Since
service in excess of the maximum is
ignored, the long- service employee
suffers.
b. By considering past service only in
excess of a specified minimum. Such
a provision benefits the long- service

employee while short - service employees suffer.
c. By ignoring service years prior to a
fixed minimum age.
d. By excluding past service years equivalent to the waiting period required
of new employees.
3. Setting a maximum pension.
4. Ignoring past service completely, confining pension benefits entirely to future
service, and supplementing such benefits
by payments out of current income on an
individual case basis.

In determining past service pensions, it is necessary to decide whether compensation for the past service period is to be recognized on the basis of the
rate of actual past compensation or at the rate of compensation prevailing at
the time the plan is launched. Manifestly the decision made will influence costs
and benefits. While the cost of furnishing pension benefits on account of past
service cannot be easily solved, it cannot be denied that the longer the problem is avoided the greater it will become. Whether present and future employees, in the younger age categories, should be penalized because of management's failure to establish a plan in the past, may be a pertinent question.

Vesting of Pension Funds in Employees
What, if any, rights the employee shall have in pension credits upon termination of employment is a vital consideration. Naturally, any contributions
made by employees are fully vested in the event of termination, usually with
interest at a nominal rate. The problem, therefore, relates not to the disposition
of employees' contributions but to contributions of the employer.
From the narrow standpoint of pension cost, the less liberal the vesting provisions are, the greater will the interests of the employer be served. However,
cost alone should not be the deciding factor. Nor should a company's natural
desire to retain personnel cause the vesting provision to be so harshly drawn
as to affect the free economic status of the employee. At some point between
14 2
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the opposing interests of employer and employee, a reasonable compromise
should be sought.
Practice with regard to vesting rights in employer's contributions range all
the way from full vesting immediately upon inception of the plan to no vesting whatever. Between these two extremes lie innumerable variations. Where
vesting is provided, it is generally granted on the basis of age at termination,
years of service, or a combination of these factors. Generally employees with
less than five years of service have no vesting rights and frequently full vesting is obtained at age 55. Typical vesting provisions are:
I. Vesting on a rising percentage basis determined by reference to possible and actual
years of service with age at termination considered indirectly, as
_
Years of participation
Years from eligibility to 55 or of possible participation X Employer's contribution

2.

3.
4.
S.

For example, after 10 years of participation an employee, aged 35 at inception of a
plan with a nominal retirement date of 65, would have a vested interest of 33 1/3 per
cent or 50 per cent, depending upon whether possible service is figured to age 65 or 55.
A provision of this character provides vested rights to all employees but older employees
are treated more favorably than younger personnel.
Vesting on a rising percentage basis determined by reference to actual service only,
with no consideration given to age at termination. For example: 25 per cent at end of
5 years and 5 per cent for each year thereafter, fully vested at end of 20 years. Or, at
end of 10 years, 40 per cent; 15 years, 60 per cent; 20 years, 80 per cent; 25 years,
100 per cent.
Full vesting upon completion of stated minimum number of years regardless of age at
termination. No provision for partial vesting.
Full vesting at a specified age. No provision for partial vesting.
Full vesting at a specified age provided a stated number of years of service have been
completed.

In order to prevent a terminated employee's dissipation of employer's contributions vested in him, it is frequently provided that they shall be retained in
the fund or by the insurance company to furnish pension benefits at normal
retirement age. Thus, the employer's contributions are frozen and placed beyond
the immediate reach of the employee until normal retirement age is reached.
The result is that they are eventually utilized to achieve their original purpose.
Vesting of employer's contributions is sometimes conditional upon the employee
freezing his own contributions, for the purpose of providing pension benefits
at a specified retirement age. These many variations of vesting provisions and
their effects are further displayed in Exhibit 2, along the lines which have been
discussed.
Many plans which provide for no vesting upon termination do make such
provision in the event of disability. In fact, plans with vesting provisions not
infrequently grant more generous vesting terms to disability cases than are applicable to ordinary terminations.
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COMPARISON OF EMPLOYER'S CONTRIBUTIONS VESTING IN EMPLOYEE
UNDER DIFFERENT VESTING PROVISIONS
Normal retirement age of 65
j Minimum participation age of 25
No vesting with less than 5 years of service
l

Assuming
Age at termination

35

Years of service

45

5

10

5

50

10

15

20

5

55

10

15

20

25

10

15

20

25

50%

60%

67%

71%

5

Vesting provisions
Service only
25%

40%

50%

57%

63%

33

33

50

60

67

50

67

75

80

83

100

100

100

100

100

5% for each year of actual
service
25

50

25

50

75

100

25

50

75

100

100

25

50

75

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

—

—

—

—

—

—

100% for 20 years of service

33%

—

50%

—

44%

—

33%

—

20%

—

25%

for each year of possible
service to 55 attained
20

%

for each year of possible
service attained
14°/,

—

—

—

—

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

—

—

100

100

100

EXHIBIT 2

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

100% at 55 if 20 years of
service completed

—

Age and service
100% at 55 or 20
years of service

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

100% at 55

—

Age only

There is considerable variation among plans as to vesting of employer's con.
tributions in the event of death prior to retirement. Many plans provide for
full vesting. Others provide for vesting to the same extent as ordinary terminations. Still other plans stipulate no vesting whatever even though there would
be vesting if the termination were not caused by death. Obviously the eventual
cost of a pension plan may well be greatly affected by the nature of vesting
provisions operative upon death.
Shall Participants In the Pension Plan Contribute?
A matter of no inconsiderable importance is whether or not the plan shall be
financed in part by employee contributions. Regardless of decisions on the
national scene relevant to this point, were it not for employee contributions
many existing plans could never have been initiated. Moreover, the formulation of numerous plans in the future would be discouraged, if not prevented,
but for this feature.
In cases in which there are contributions by employees, it might be observed
that, since the rate of contribution is uniform for employees regardless of age,
the employer bears a greater proportion of the cost applicable to older employees
than to younger employees. Consequently, as older personnel leave and are
replaced by younger persons, the cost borne by the employer and his proportion
of total cost will both decline, all other factors being equal.
That a portion of wages is subject to social security taxation is usually recognized in fixing the rate of employee contribution to a pension plan. Failure
to do so might well defeat the object of the plan by discouraging participation
if not making it impossible. Rates of contribution generally range from 2 per
cent to 5 per cent.

FINANCING A PENSION PLAN

A formal pension plan may be financed in several ways. It may be:
I. Insured through an insurance company
by:
a Individual annuity contracts, usually
termed "retirement annuity" contracts.
b Individual annuity and life insurance
contracts, generally called "retirement
income" contracts.
c Group annuity contract, in some respects comparable to (a) on a group
basis.
d Group permanent contract, not unlike
(6) on a group basis.
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2. Self- administered fund, frequently with a
banking institution named as trustee,
sometimes referred to as "funded" or
"trusteed" plan.
3. A combination of (I ) and (2) by means
of a self - administered fund up to retirement age and the purchase of single
premium immediate annuity contracts
from an insurance company at retirement
age.
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individual Annuity Contracts
'

Individual annuity contracts may be classified as to type and period of payment as follows:

PAYMENTS
Type

To annuitant

At death of annuitant

Life
Refund
Life with 10 or 20
years certain
Joint and survivor

For life
For life
For life

No refund
Cost not disbursed as annuity
Payments continued for years certain not disbursed to annuitant
2/3 or 1/2 to surviving annuitant

For life

Most pension plans using individual annuity contracts provide for either a
life annuity or an annuity for life with 10 years certain. Under group annuity
contracts and funded plans, the annuity is generally payable for life only. Where,
however, the plan is contributory, payments to the annuitant or his beneficiary
will be made in an amount at least equal to the employee's contributions, with
or without interest.
A comparison of the amount of annuity furnished a male at 65 under standard annuity contracts with a fund of $1,000 will serve to emphasize the significance of the several types of annuity contracts.

Type of annuity
Life
Cash refund
Life, 10 years certain
Life, 20 years certain
Joint and 2/3 to wife of same age

Monthly annuity
$6.97
5.52
6.30
4.98
5.79

Despite these figures, if the basic form of annuity provided under a pension
plan is a life annuity, it is potentially less valuable than if the basic type were
an annuity for life with 10 years certain. The latter type carries with it in effect,
a possible death benefit. This point is often lost sight of in comparing plans and
the cost thereof. It is of sufficient importance to justify reiteration by means of
an example which may serve to drive home the point that whether pension payments shall be made for a guaranteed minimum period in the event of death
is a decision which vitally affects benefits and greatly influences costs: .
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Guaranteed
monthly pension
of

for

$100

Life

100

Life, 10
years
certain

Death
after
retirement

Years
annuity
continued

5 years
8 years
15 years

0 years
0
0

5
8
15

5
2
0

employer's

Frequently employees are given an option of electing a different type of annuity from the basic type provided for in the plan. In such cases the employee
may receive a greater or smaller pension. This option might be likened to a per
diem travel allowance which may be spent according to the discretion of the
individual. If a plan is insured by means of individual contracts, an insurance
company assumes the entire risk of mortality prior and subsequent to retirement,
guarantees the security of the principal fund, guarantees the rate of interest, and
assumes the burden and expense of disbursing retirement benefits.
An individual policy is issued for each participant which differs in no major
respect from annuity contracts regularly written. The contract is normally vested
in and held by trustees to prevent surrender or borrowing against it by the participant. Sometimes a corporate trustee is appointed by the employer. Most
insurance companies furnish each employee with a photostatic copy of the contract issued in his behalf.
An extremely important characteristic of this mode of financing is that the
premium rates are guaranteed during the entire term of each contract. Moreover, premiums on individual annuity contracts are on a level premium basis.
Consequently the gross pension cost, applicable to any given employee, is constant from the time of initial participation until time of retirement or termination, assuming the employee's compensation is unchanged. This point should
not be overlooked in making cost comparisons with group contracts because
premiums on the latter type rise year by year.
Dividends on these contracts are paid by mutual companies at the same rates
applicable to all similar individual annuity contracts. They are generally used
to reduce the
cost, whether the employer is bearing all or only the
balance of cost after employees' contributions. A recent dividend scale of a leading insurance company shows average dividends expressed as percentages of
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total cost, i.e., employer and employee. The figures are as follows:

AVERAGPE DIVIDEND
Years

For period

Cumulafive

1 —5
1.86%
6-10
3.99
II -15
6.40
16 -2 0
9.12
(Note: Dividends are calculated separately on each
based on premiums and years in force.)

1.86%
2.92
4.08
5.34
contract

If death should occur prior to retirement, a death benefit is paid equal to
the sum of the total gross premiums paid or the cash value of the contract,
whichever is larger. At about the end of the eleventh year the value of the contract exceeds the amount of premiums paid as shown in the chart designated
as Exhibit 3.

DEATH BENEFIT AND CASH VALUE
AS PERCENTAGE OF GROSS COST
S /.98%

LEGENII
13.68%

Xene

=Death

=Cash

90 .0 2
//

Z
6 4.58 /.
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5
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N

D

i5

O
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Y

E

30

A

35

R

EXHIBIT 3
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It is particularly essential that pre- retirement death benefits under individual
contracts be clearly marked. Since many group contracts provide no such death
benefit, a ;superficial comparison of the two types of contracts would appear to
show the group contract considerably cheaper. While there may well be a cost
differential in favor of group contracts, benefits also may differ greatly. Obviously, a commitment to furnish an annuity at a stated age without any obligation to refund premiums if the annuitant should die before reaching the stated
age, will cost less than a similar annuity obligation carrying, in addition, the
duty of refunding all premiums should death occur.
The chart in Exhibit 3 points up the loss sustained if an employee is terminated after a short period of participation. At the end of five years, for example,
only slightly more than 90 per cent of the total cost will be recovered. Thus,
a loss of 1.0 per cent of the total outlay will be sustained and in addition there
will have been no interest increment. This condition is, of course, common to
most life insurance contracts.
Individual Annuity and Life Insurance Contracts
This type of contract (retirement income) combines in one policy, life insurance up to retirement age and an annuity thereafter. The amount of insurance
is usually 100 times the monthly annuity benefit or the value of the contract,
whichever is larger. The cost of furnishing life insurance protection is surprisingly low. The relatively small additional cost of the life insurance feature is
due to the fact that the insurance company is merely committing itself for life
insurance in excess of the death benefit under an annuity contract. This excess
is in effect decreasing term insurance. An example follows:

MALE —AGE 45
Retirement
income

End of year
1
5
10
15
20

OCTOBER, 1950

Difference

$10 a month for 10 years certain and continuous
$8.77
$78.17
$69.40
Life
Death
insurance
benefit
(in full dollars)
$1000
1000
1000
1092
1587

$ 69
347
694
1 109
1587

$931.00
653.00
306.00
(17.00)
—

Annuity at 65
Annual premium

Retirement
annuity
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Reserves under retirement annuity contracts are computed according to different mortality tables than those used in the computation of reserves under retirement income contracts. As a consequence, dividends on annuity contracts
do not benefit from mortality savings to the same extent as do retirement income
contracts. A comparison of costs after dividends, as in Exhibit 4, provides some
surprising results. On retirement income contracts, since the insurer assumes
a substantial mortality risk, evidence of insurability is required.

COMPARISON OF NET COST
Retirement inc ome and Retirement annuity Contracts $10 a month at 65.
10 year c ertain and c ontinuous
Annual Premium
Retirement
income
$39.03
47.68
59.88
78.17
108.43
168.22
*

Male
Age
30
35
40
45
50
55

... ...

Dividends
(20 year average * )

RetireRetirement
ment
annuity
Excess income
$32.07
$6.96
$6.31
40.18
7.50
7.33
51.73
8.15
8.49
69.40
8.77
10.26
99.30
9.13
10.69
160.51
7.71
11.42
or shorter period, where applicable.

Retirement
annuity
$1.71
2.15
2.76
3.71

4.05
4.69

Excess
$4.60
5.18
5.73
6.55
6.64
6.73

Net
difference
$2.36
2.32
2.42
2.22
2.49
.98

EXHIBIT 4

Group Annuity Contracts
The financing of a pension plan by means of group annuities involves the
issuance of only one master contract by the insurer to the employer. Normally
no trust is created. The field of group annuities is a complex one. It is difficult to obtain explanations concerning it because of the widely varying combinations of contracts issued. Some general observations appear then to be in
order.
For the most part, insurance companies writing group annuities base their
premium rates on assumed interest of two per cent or 2 1 /4 per cent, the 1937
Standard Annuity Mortality Table, and an expense loading of 8 per cent. In
some cases the true age is set back one year. In general two types of group contracts are employed:
I. Money purchase

2. Unit purchase

Since the latter type is the more commonly employed, the specific discussion
and illustrations here will be limited to the unit purchase type. Essentially the
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unit purchase type of group annuity involves the purchase throughout the service
life of an employee of a series of units of single premium deferred annuities
Of $1 a year payable at a fixed retirement age in the future. The purchases of
each year are at the premium rates then prevailing and applicable to the then
attained age. Thus, a pension of $100 a month, or $1,200 a year, 20 years hence,
will necessitate the purchase of 1,200 units of $1 a year annuities over a 20 -year
period at the rate of 60 units a year. As the employee grows older and retirement age approaches, the cost per unit will gradually rise. This year -by -year
increase in premium rates is largely the result of the factor of interest accumulation operating for a constantly decreasing period of years. This is depicted
graphically in Exhibit 5.

00-00�

INTEREST
ACCUKULATION
SINGLE
PREMIUMS
000

EARLY
YEARS

MIDDLE YEARS

LATE
YEARS

EXHIBIT 5

Under the usual standard form of individual annuity contract a level premium basis is used. The result is that premiums in the first and last years are
identical and, as a consequence, interest is more of a factor in the accumulation
of the fund since contributions are being made in constant amounts throughout the period, than where the contributions are small at the outset and larger
at the end, as is true of the single premium basis.
The cost of an annuity may be calculated on a group basis as exemplified in
E x h i b i t 6 . A characteristic of the group annuity contract is that rates are guaranteed by the insurance company for a maximum period of five years. This proO C T O B E R , 1950
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vision is often the subject of misunderstanding. It does not mean that there can
be any retroactive change of premiums applicable to units of deferred annuities
already purchased but that on units of annuities to be purchased five years after
the contract has been in force the insurance company reserves the right to change
the premium rate.
Group annuities are generally written in one of three forms and the difference among the three all relate to the treatment of the fund in the event of

ILLUSTRATION OF COST OF ANNUITY ON GROUP BASIS
Assumptions:

Male, age 55, $9,000 salary.
Pension at 60 of I per cent of salary for each year of
future service for life only.
Non - contributory plan.
No death benefit either before or after retirement.

Rates:

Pension:
Cost

Annual premium
for
annuity of $1 a year
$12.69
13.16
13.67
14.21
14.79

Age
55
56
57
58
59
( $9,000 x .01 x 5 ) $450
(which will necessitate the purchase of 450 units of
$1 each)
COST
Year
Units
Per unit
Total
1
90
$12.69
$1142.10
2
90
13.16
1184.40
3
90
13.67
1230.30
4

90

14.21

1278.90

5

90

14.79

1331.10
$6166.80

EXHIBIT 6

death, either prior or subsequent to retirement. All provide for payments of the
annuity throughout the life of the annuitant.
The no- refund form is, of course, applicable only in the case of an employer pay -all plan. In this type the employer is paying entirely for annuities to be paid
to those employees who live and, since there is no death benefit whatever, the
premium rates are discounted for anticipated deaths. The observation has been
made with respect to the modified form that the employer is in effect paying
to provide an annuity for employees after their own contributions have been
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used up through annuity payments and, also that no benefit will be derived therefrom if the employee dies before retirement or after retirement without having
received his own contributions as annuity payments. While both of these comments are literally true, the rate structure on which the premiums are based, anticipate such savings. A comparison of benefits under the several forms follows:

DEATH BENEFIT
Typical form
I. No refund
2. Modified cash refund*

Before
retirement

Af ter
retirement

None
Employee's
contributions*

None
Employee's
contributions* not disbursed
as annuity
Total contributions not disbursed
as annuity

3. Full cash refund*

Total
contributions
*with or without interest

Contributions of:
Employee
Employer

$

If an employee's services are terminated prior to reaching retirement age, a
surrender charge of 4 per cent is generally imposed. Also, it is usually provided that the employee must leave his own contributions to purchase a paid -up
deferred annuity commencing at normal retirement age in order to acquire a
vested interest in the employer's contributions. The operation of the surrender
charge is illustrated by the figures below from which it will be observed that
the employer has absorbed the surrender charge applicable to the employee:

300
1000

$1300

Credited interest on employee contributions $25
Surrender values:
To employee

$325

To employer:

96% of own contributions
Less: 4% of $325 to employee

$960
13

$947

In Exhibit 7 there is provided a comparison of rates under types of group
contracts. In further illustration of the comparison between group and indiOCTOBER, 1950
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COMPARISON OF RATES
Annuity of $1 a y ear at 65 -male
(assuming pension formula is 1% for each year of future service)
Modified cash refund
with interes t
3 % contributory plan 2% contributory plan

4.95
5.48
6.10
6.86
7.80
9.03

9.28
10.33
11.47
12.71
14.03
15.42

-

Total

Full
cash
ref und
with
Interes t

Age

No
Refund

Employee

Emplayer

30
35
40
45
50
55

4.22
4.78
5.44
6.25
7.26
8.58

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

2.39
2.89
3.49
4.22
5.12
6.29

Total

Employee

5.39
5.89
6.49
7.22
8.12
9.29

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

Emplayer
2.95
3.48
4.10
4.86
5.80
7.03

EXHIBIT 7

vidual annuity contracts, certain features of each one are shown in companion
columns of Exhibit 8.
"Group Permanent" Contracts
In many respects, similar to the combined individual annuity and life insurance (retirement income) contract which has been discuted, a group permanent
contract provides for life insurance coverage prior to retirement and an annuity
thereafter written on a group basis. The amount of life insurance is equal to
100 times the monthly annuity, i.e., $1,000 for each $10 of monthly annuity,
or the value of the contract, whichever is larger. If a plan specifies a pension
of 1 1 /4 per cent of average salary for each year of service, an employee age 35
at participation with a monthly salary of $400 for 10 years, $ 5 0 0 for 1 0 years,
and $600 for 10 years, would have coverage as follows:

MONTHLY
ANNUITY
$150.00
25.00
12.50

(500x1 /4x30)

$187.50

(

First 10 years
(400 x 11/4 x 30)
Second 10 years (100 x 11/4 x 20)
Last 10 years
100 x 11/4 x 10)

MINIMUM
LIFE INSURANCE*
$15,000
17,500
18,750

*Ceases at normal retirement age as annuity commences and
death benefit is then determined 6y reference to annuity
options.
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An indicative comparison of gross rates under group permanent and industrial
retirement income contracts is offered as Exhibit 10. The chief characteristics
of group permanent coverage as indicated by one underwriter are:
Premiums are calculated on a level basis
and are payable annually in advance.
2. Rates are usually not guaranteed beyond
three or five years.
Participation in dividends is based on
experience of each individual group.
4. Only one master contract is issued. Cerfificates are issued to each participating
employee.
Minimum participation 100 and, if contributory, 75 per cent of all eligible employees, if non - contributory, 100 per cent
of all eligible employees.
6. Evidence of insurability not required except for life insurance in excess of a
limit and for late registrants. Limit is
determined by reference to volume of
life insurance on entire case and the
average amount.

7. Retirement income payable for life with
ten years guaranteed under basic contract. Annuitant may elect, however, a
joint and survivorship annuity or an annuity for life. The latter option would,
of course, provide a larger annuity than
that provided under the basic contract
but upon death of the annuitant there
would be no residual value.
8. Vesting of employer's contributions in
the employee vary with the terms of the
plan. Considerable latitude is possible
in stipulating such terms.
9. Amount of life insurance available for
any one individual is limited to $40,000.
10. Any benefit in excess of the available
amount of life insurance is used to purchase an additional annuity.

Self- Administered Pension Plans
The so -called self - administered or trusteed type of plan entails the creation
of a trust to which contributions are made at annual or more frequent intervals.
The funds are invested and the sum of the contributions and interest earned
thereon, less necessary expenses of administering the fund, constitute the source
from which pension payments are made to retired personnel. It is customary
to nominate a banking institution to act as trustee.
In addition to such considerations as amount of pension benefit, death benefit,
vesting provisions, etc., the amount contributed to the fund is based on a number
of factors, many of which are not capable of exact measurement but may lend
themselves to reasonable estimate or may be determined by reference to sound
mortality tables. Among these variables are:
I. Expenses, consisting principally of fees
to the trustee and consulting actuary.
2. Interest income.
3. Years annuitants will live after retirement.
4. Recoupment or savings arising from
death prior to retirement.

5. Recoupment or savings arising from
terminations prior to retirement.
6. Investment gains or losses.
7. Whether contributions be made on a
level or constant basis or a rising basis
similar to a series of single premiums.

This method of financing is seldom used by employers with less than 1 0 0 employees. Where the group involved is small the investment of the fund is
generally restricted to obligations of the United States treasury.
OCTOBER, 1950
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u
o,
C O MP A R I S O N O F I N D I V I D U A L A N D G R O U P A N N U I T Y C O N T R A C T S
Poi nt s

I n d i vi d u a l a n n u i t y

Group annuity

Contracts

One for each annuit ant

One mast er contr ac t f or entir e group

Minimum par tic ipati on

No minimum

50 or 100, depending upon insurer

Rate guarantee

Lif e of eac h c ontract

5 years

Dividends

Based on insurer's whole annuity experience

Based on experience of each group

Medical examination

None

None

Premium basis

Level premium

Single premium

Pre - retirement death benefit

Greater of premiums paid or cash value

( a) N o refund for m:
None

(b) Modified cash refund formEmployees' contributions*
( c ) Full refund form :
Employer and empl oyee contributions*
Annui ty options

(a) For lif e only

(b) For life, with 10 or 20 years certain
(c) Full cash refund

( a) For lif e only
(b) Joi nt and 2/ 3 or 1/2 to sur vivor

( d) Joi nt and 2/ 3 to sur vivor

z

Death benefi t after r eti rem ent
(options ( b) ( c ) ( d ) not elec ted)

( a) No r efund for m :
None
( b ) Modif ied cash ref und f orm :
Excess of employee contributions*
over annuit y payments
( c ) Full cash ref und f or m :
Excess of total contributions*
over annuity payments

None

n
to
C
I`
C+
to

*wit h or w ithout inter est

� i

z

EXHIBIT 8

The services of a consulting actuary are necessary in order to review the fund
at frequent intervals, thereby assuring its accumulation on a basis which is actuarially sound. As actuarial assumptions (rate of interest, mortality savings, etc.)
made previously are discovered to be unduly optimistic, the rate of contributions
will be stepped up to assure a fund sufficient to discharge pension obligations.
COMPARISON OF GROSS RATES
Group Permanent and Individual Retirement Income Contracts

Annuity, 10 years certain
At age
Life insurance
Annual rates, for males,
at age:
30
35
40
45
50
55

Group
permanent
$10
65
$1,000

Individual
retirement
income
$10
65
$1,000

$ 37.75
46.32
58.40
76.51
106.44
165.46

$ 39.03
47.68
59.88
78.17
108.43
168.22

Note: The rates are not fruly comparable because they are of two
different companies; however, they will serve to illustrate the gross
cost differential.
EXHIBIT 9
CONCLUSION

In the considerable volume of discussion which has attended the present
popularity of pension plans, it may be that published comment has largely been
in the form of either general articles of broad import or, at the other extreme,
case studies of plans devised for particular companies. This presentation, on
the other hand, has attempted to deal concretely with alternatives and yet to
maintain an approach in which the material would have applicability to the
pension planning problems of industrial companies generally. This approach has
left all questions open for final decision in accordance with circumstances.
If, however, the more prominent available alternatives in the areas in which
decisions are most frequently called for, have been drawn together for easier
review and comparison, this article will have served its purpose. In adopting
a pension plan, a business is making what is likely to turn out to be a decision
of greater scope and permanent effect than any other except those fundamental
ones relating to plant and product. That the decision shall be implemented by
informed choice of means to carry it out is of prime importance.
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Angles in Administering Pension Plans
by HARRY A. HILLMAN
Chairman of the Retirement Committee, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Unhandy provisions and inadequate .source records are the hug -a -boor
which face pension plan administrators. The author of this article cites
cases in which difficulties of these kinds have been encountered and
suggests methods of keeping them to a minimum.

pension programs in Our reT spective companies appreciate the volume forof material
printed on this subHOSE O F US W H O HAVE RESPONSIBILITIES

ject during the last few years. Yet very little information has appeared on administrative problems involved in pension programs. Nevertheless, there are
problems, serious problems, which justify a great deal of attention. Failure to
recognize and meet these problems satisfactorily may result in substantially
higher costs of pensions than were anticipated, excessive costs of administration and employee dissatisfaction. In particular, adequate and accurate records
become increasingly more important in facing the problem of union participation in the administration of pension plans.
No attempt will be made to discuss the administrative procedures and problems of a particular plan. Rather the discussion will point out principal problems
of administration and will offer suggestions for avoiding difficulties or unnecessary costs. Our experience with pension plans dates back to 1915 when a formalized unfounded plan was adopted. Our programs have included a non -contributory, trusteed pension program adopted in 1929, a supplementary contributory insured plan which was a part of that program, and a noncontributory
insured plan adopted in 1943 on earnings in excess of $3,000 to supplement
social security benefits. If there is one lesson which stands out more than another, it is the importance of recognizing that procedures and administrative
details should be developed prior to the adoption of a plan. This is particularly
true today, now that pensions are an acknowledged subject of collective bargaining.
Pi#alls in Base Earnings Provisions
Broad general principles agreed to over the bargaining table can lead to
endless discussions and disagreements later when detailed procedures are developed and applied. To illustrate, the following provision is quoted from a
plan recently negotiated:
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pension

"That, if by reason of temporary layoffs or other unusual conditions such average monthly
compensation in the judgment of the General Pension Board shall not be fairly representative of the normal earnings of such applicant said Board may adjust the average earnings
for the purpose of calculating the
of such applicant for said 120 calendar months
as it shall deem equitable."
It is safe to predict that such a provision will become an administrative nightmare. Even before pensions were declared to be a negotiable item, such a provision would be next to impossible to administer equitably. Certainly extended
periods of sickness and temporary layoffs due to lack of work should be eliminated when determining average earnings. But should periods of sickness or
furloughs of a week be eliminated? How will a period of low earnings due to
short work weeks be handled? We have had such periods in the past and they
will occur in the future. How would the pension liability be computed with
these uncertainties which defy determination prior to the actual date of retirement? It would have been much more satisfactory to provide that any period
of time lost due to sickness or furlough in excess of, for example, three complete calendar months would be eliminated in determining the average earnings on which the pension would be based. Another alternative would be to
base the pension on the average of the highest eight years' earnings of the last
ten years.
Much trouble can be caused by mere inadvertence. Many details of little importance to union or company negotiators may prove costly and difficult to
administer. For example, the negotiated plan may provide for pensions to be
based on the average earnings during the last 120 months of employment. In
most cases this will involve determining earnings for nine complete years and
two partial years. An employee retiring on October 1, 1950, would receive a
pension based on the average of the last three months' earnings in 1940, the
earnings of the nine complete years of 1941 to 1949 and the first nine months
of 1950. Pensions are usually paid on the first of the month. Yet, with this
provision in the contract, the pension amount cannot be definitely determined
until the last regular wage payment is made. Working with partial years could
be avoided and time provided to predetermine pension payments in advance of
retirement dates, by basing pensions on the last 10 complete calendar years prior
to retirement.
What About Service Periods and "Continuous Service "?
The negotiated pension plan ordinarily provides for a pension based on years
of continuous service. There is trouble ahead if adequate records are not available and continuous service is not fully defined. For example, is continuous
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service broken when an employee voluntarily quits? It seems reasonable to suppose so. Is continuous service broken when an employee is laid off for lack of
work? No, provided he returned to employment when work was available.
If employment records are deficient, it may be necessary to agree in advance to
a period of time, say one year or two years, which would not be considered as
breaking continuous service for employees involuntarily released.
Again, do employees receive credit for service with acquired companies prior
to date of acquisition? This is another question that should be settled before a
pension plan is agreed upon. Many companies have expanded by absorbing
other companies. It is entirely possible that a company acquiring an established
concern with no pension plan may be assuming a pension liability, which might
equal the value of its purchase, if pension rights are to be granted its new employees based on service with the acquired company. The status of this service
should be spelled out in any pension plan which is adopted. Furthermore, consideration should be given this problem in the future when considering the price
of acquiring a company. Our thinking is that acquired company service should
not be recognized but that any pension benefits of employees in the acquired company should be protected.
It is safe to say that many companies' records of the service of employees prior
to 1920, or even before 1930 or 1940, are incomplete. Generally speaking,
service records are of no great significance to companies prior to the negotiation of seniority provisions in a contract or the adoption of a pension plan. In
many cases, leaves of absence were granted by foremen for varying periods without any permanent records being made. Records, if any, when an employee
transferred from one location to another in the same plant, were often marked as
"quits" or "rehires." The question of ages complicates the service record problem. To secure employment, the boy of 16 may have added a few years to his
age when first hired, and the older man (or woman) may have taken five, ten,
or fifteen years off. Identification is another difficulty. In many cases discharged
employees were rehired under different names.
Inadequate Records and Claims for Additional Service
A company adopting a pension plan should give most serious consideration
to the initial problem of straightening out service and birth dates. It must be
recognized that this involves a great deal of clerical work in searching old
records. After all available data has been analyzed, each employee should be informed of the company record of his service and birth dates and given an opportunity to present evidence if he does not agree. In case of agreement, a signed
acknowledgement should be secured from him, It should be definitely under 160
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st o o d tha t an em p lo y ee 's fa ilu re to en t e r a cla im be fo r e a rea sona ble d e a d l i n e
will fr e ez e th e service da t e.

O u r ex pe r ie nc e in cl u d es situ a tions in wh i c h this

p r o c e d u r e w a s n o t fo l l o w e d . H e n c e , t h e r e t i r e m e n t c o m m i t t e e o ft e n h a s t o p a ss
o n cla ims fo r a d di t io n a l se rv i ce . T h e fo l l o wi n g ca se s a r e a l l too typica l:
Mr. " X " was first employed as an engineer in Ju ne, 1910. In Ma rch of 1925 records
indicate that he quit and returned a yea r later, thereby breaking his continuous service.
Ou r pension pla n wa s a dopted in 1929, and he was given an annuity certificate indicating
continuous service since March 1926 with pension credits for three years. Additional
statements were issued to him each year. He is approaching retirement in 1950. He claims
that his supervisor in 1925 gave him a six months' leave of absence, later extended it
for another six months, and that he returned at the end of the leave of absence. He further
contends that he a ccepted the leave of absence relucta ntly and that the company benefited
by improving relations with a customer. He has affidavits from fellow employees who
remember the circumstances. Records are not available and his supervisors during that
period have retired or died.
If his requ est for continuou s service is gra nted, he would receive a n additional pension
of $50 a month, having a value based on his life expectancy of approximately $7,500.
It is important to him, and it is an important and a disturbing problem for the retirement committee. The question that must be decided by the committee is whether this
engineer resigned from our compa ny in 1925 because he believed the opportu nities were
greater with the newly - organized company he then joined or whether he was requested to
accept or wa s given a leave of absence. This question should have been settled in 1929
when the pension plan was instituted.
C o n si d e r a se c o n d e x a m p l e :
Mr. "Y" wa s employed in 1929 in a clerical capacity in one of the branch offices of our
distributing company. Employment records indicate that after two years he left the company voluntarily and entered employment with another compa ny in a similar line of bu siness. After three years, our compa ny purcha sed this company, so Mr. " Y " again became
a Westinghouse employee. Annuity credits have been granted since the date of acquisition of that compa ny. He is now approa ching retirement age and has entered a cla im for
continuous service since the da te of his original employment. He is ba sing the cla im on
the contention that management requested him to go with this other company to assist
them in promoting the sale of our products. There is no evidence available to substantiate
this claim. Again this question should have been resolved earlier.
I t is no t su ffi c i en t for t h e i n i t ia l r e co r d s t o b e e st a bl i sh e d o n th e b e st e v id e n c e
a va ila ble a n d a c k n o wle d g e d by t h e e m p l o y e e as b e i n g c o r r e c t a t t h e t i m e they
a r e cr ea te d. It is e q u a l l y i m p o r t a n t t h a t , a s t i m e g o e s o n , r e c o r d s b e m a i n t a i n e d
a n d em pl oy ee s be definitely i n fo r m e d r e g a r d i n g t h e i r p e n si o n rights. T h e f o l lo wi n g c a se is i n p o i n t :
T he company desired in 1933 to have two engineers accept employment with the
Hawaiian Electric Company. While these employees were leaving the company voluntarily
and were not qualified for a vested right in their accu mulated pension units, it was agreed
tha t if they would a ccept the new positions they would retain their rights under ou r pension plan, provided they remained as employees of the Hawaiian Electric Company until
retirement. One of these employees ha s now reached retirement age. Fortunately the records in this case clearly indicate the intention at the time the change of employment
occurred. Hence, there is no problem.
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The Work of the Retirement Committee
Reference has been made several times to a retirement committee. It might
be helpful to describe the responsibilities and type of problems handled by a
typical retirement committee. Meetings are held once a month. Pensions are
approved for those retiring in the next two months, all forms having been
cleared by the headquarters accounting section with local industrial relations
representatives. Decisions are made on the following types of problems:
1. Requests for changes in service dates are reviewed. Several typical cases have been
cited. The following is a nother example which indicates the variety of types of cases:
Mr. "R ", engaged on a confidentia l war project, was released in 1943 by request of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. He wa s cleared and re- employed in 1944 with a break
in service of nearly two years. After reviewing the circumstances, it was decided to grant
Mr. "R" continuous service to 1925 and to reinstate the annuity trust u nits tha t had been
cancelled, even though the period of sepa ration was in excess of the one yea r provided in
the plan.
2. Evidence supporting requests for changes in birth dates is reviewed. Changes in birth
dates may affect costs appreciably. For example, if an employee who cla ims to be 65 but
is actually 55 is permitted to retire, his life expectancy (the period over which the pension
will continue to be paid) is 21 years instead of 14 years. Not all requests for changes
in birth dates are as easy to decide as the following case quoted from a letter from an
industrial relations representative:
"Mr. 'F' retired in 1950, and his retirement was based u pon proof of a ge submitted a t
the time he wa s employed in 1943. This proof of age consisted of a delayed birth certificate recorded in Hancock County, Ohio, and ga ve the birth date as 1885. Since his
retirement, Mr. 'F' has now presented an affidavit signed by his sister, who alleges that
at the time she was fifteen yea rs of a ge she pla yfu lly changed the family Bible from the
year 1886 to 1885 and from that time until now told no one about it. Mr. 'F' believes
that we should a ccept this affidavit and a llow him to continu e work ing for another yea r."
3. Problems under a trusteed plan regarding payments to annuitants must be decided.
Some annuitants may be confined to institutions and requests are received to make payments to such institutions. Others ma y be mentally incompetent a nd not able to sign the
annuitant check. With the assistance of the law department, decisions mu st be made as
to disposition of such cases.
4. Modifications of retirement age are considered. W e operate with a fixed retirement
age providing for occasionally continuing employees in active service beyond this age
where it is definitely to the advantage of the company to do so. Recommendations are
received from managers. The merits of these recommendations must be reviewed and
approvals granted for continuing such employees beyond their normal retirement date.

The advantage of having a retirement committee to review and make decisions on problems such as those mentioned are, first, that the decision is made
by a group with considerable background with respect to the company's history.
This tends toward consistency in administering policy under a pension program.
A second advantage is that the use of a committee tends to remove from an individual inevitable pressure related to the many and varied problems which
arise. In selecting members of a committee, consideration should be given to
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securing individuals who have a broad background in dealing with employee
problems. To as great an extent as possible, the committee should represent
the major departments of the company, including such activities as manufacturing, sales, accounting, etc. It should include at least one or two members who
have had long service.
Authentic Information —and Maintaining It
We have found that retention of employee records is becoming a serious
problem. Pensions add to the importance of retaining records over longer
periods. As an example, an employee recently entered a claim for payments he
made to a contributory pension plan during the 1930's which our ledger record
indicated had been refunded in 1941. Receipts should be obtained for such
refunds and should be retained indefinitely as cancelled checks are usually destroyed after a retention period. Forty or more years may elapse from the time
an employee starts work for the company until he retires.
It will be found that many requests are received from management and employees for information on amounts of pensions under premature pension and
joint and survivor options. Great care should be used in making related computations. The problem of determining pension amounts is far more important
than calculation of regular payrolls. Usually errors in payroll are non - recurring,
whereas pension payments once established repeat every month for many years.
One of the problems involved in maintaining pension records is that of
proper identification. In a large company there may be many employees with
identical names. For example, we have on our records 33 John Smiths. Seven
of them are John A. Smith. Duplications of names are not confined to the more
common names. For example, we have 3 John Wisniewski's. The social security
setup does offer a positive means of employee identification through the social
security number. It is particularly helpful where tabulating equipment is used.
This number has served us well on the somewhat incidental point of securing
information on earnings of an employee promptly from an outlying plant by
use of teletype.
Whose Task?
We all recognize that we are facing a new and major record - keeping job in
the matter of pensions. It is sometimes a question as to whether a new department should be created for this activity or whether it should be absorbed in an
existing activity in the company. Without knowing the organization of each
company, it is difficult to give a general answer to this question. However, we
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should recognize that over the years the accounting department has specialized
in the problem of record - keeping and is probably in the best position to handle
the assignment. Furthermore, the basic information required for determining
pension benefits is already available from payroll records.
If a new department is created for this activity, it is inevitable that many
records will be duplicated. Experience has shown that duplicated records are
both costly and unsatisfactory. It is our experience, where we have three or
four records of birth dates for an employee, that the employee will appear to
have been born on a number of different dates in an astonishing number of
cases. It may also be considered that pension records are very definitely financial records. The controller cannot avoid responsibility for financial reports to
management on the liability being incurred. It seems, therefore, that the controller of a company adopting a pension plan for the first time is facing a new
and major problem for which the responsibility should be taken very seriously
and may, in many respects, center in him.
The size of the company, its organization, whether the plan is trusteed or
insured, contributory or non - contributory, and many other factors will affect
the type of records, procedures, and equipment to be used. There is no doubt
that in the case of large companies very serious consideration should be given
to the use of tabulating equipment. It definitely has possible application to pension records. Volume of records is sufficient to justify mechanical equipment.
Tabulating equipment has flexibility and is well adapted for maintaining controls.

An Example of Multiple Use of Forms
In establishing procedures, there will be a tendency to make them too complicated. We adopted a supplementary contributory insured plan in 1929, using
a procedure specified by the insurance company. We studied the procedures
several years ago and simplified records by eliminating over half of the forms
which were originally adopted. Certainly it is not in the interests of economy
to establish procedures without a very exhaustive and detailed study.
Often one form or a copy of an existing form may be used to serve several
purposes. For example, Westinghouse has a non - contributory pension plan providing benefits on earnings in excess of $3,000. A centralized record of pension credits of each employee is maintained at headquarters. To establish the
employee's pension credits, it 'is necessary to have his total annual earnings.
An extra copy has been added to the withholding statement, Form W-2, and this
copy of the statement of the employee's earnings during the year is used to
establish pension credits. The addressograph plates of the payroll department
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at each location are coded with a symbol indicating whether or not the employee
has previous pension credits under the plan. No additional information is required on the copy of the W-2 for such cases. If an employee has earned over
$3,000 in the current year and has not previously qualified for pension credits
under the plan, it is necessary for the local payroll department to supplement the
information on the W-2 with data as to continuous service date and date of
birth.
When W-2's are received for employees who are already members of the
pension plan, the only information taken from the W-2 is the employee's social
security number and amount of earnings in the current year. This information is punched in tabulating cards. Using the social security number as the
control, the cards punched from the W-2's are collated with cards containing
the employee's name, date of birth, employment date, and previous annuity
credits. The earnings information is then transferred to the previous year's card
and all calculations required to accumulate the amount of annuity, cost of the
annuities for the current year, etc. are made mechanically. The final listing of
the cards is made and a copy of this listing is used as our report to the insurance
company. Incidentally, we also furnish the insurance company with a duplicate deck of our tabulating cards so that they can check our calculations and
establish their records directly.
A statement of annuities to the credit of each employee is prepared from the
tabulating cards as is also the certificate of membership furnished to the employees who become eligible for benefits for the first time. The tabulating cards
are used to prepare data for posting the permanent ledger cards showing the
annuities purchased for each employee each year. For some time we have been
reviewing the possibility of eliminating this permanent ledger card, as its only
real value is to enable us to calculate the withdrawal credits due the company
when an employee leaves with less than ten years of service and has no vested
rights under the plan or in cases in which certain annuities are paid off in a
single sum.
When Retirement Date is Approaching
A most important phase of administration of pension plans is the procedure
in force to notify management of pending retirements and to arrange for the
retirement, itself. Our problem is greatly simplified in that we have as a fixed
retirement date the first of the month following the attainment of age 65. Each
year a list is prepared for each manager showing the date of retirement for
every employee in the department who will retire during the three following
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years. This is advance notice that arrangements must be made to replace these
individuals.
A form containing complete information on the employee's retirement is prepared six months in advance of the date of retirement and is forwarded to the
industrial relations supervisor at the location of the employee. Our industrial
relations representative discusses with the employee his benefits and rights under
the retirement plan. A copy of the form is returned, with the essential information, to the retirement committee which reviews and authorizes payments under
the retirement program at a meeting held approximately two months in advance of the retirement date.
This procedure for retirement of employees is only a partial treatment of the
problem of retirement when it actually comes. There should also be provision
for the preparation of the employee for his retirement. We know from our
own experiences with employees reaching an established retirement age that
some should have been retired years before while some are still capable of many
years of useful service. It is essential that employees be prepared for their retirement and that the preparation should start well in advance of the date of
retirement.
Control of Annuity Payments
A brief description of the procedure and problems involved in making payments under a trusteed plan may be of interest. An annuity roll offers little by
way of procedural problems. The annuity checks are prepared by addressograph,
as payments to annuitants are the same month after month. The only changes
in the roll are the additions of annuitants who have retired during the preceding
month and the elimination of annuitants who have died during the preceding
month. The only deductions made from these annuity payments are for group
life insurance premiums and for non - resident alien tax for annuitants living in
some foreign countries. It must be recognized that it is very important to mail
checks so that they are received by the annuitants on the same day each month.
Payment beyond the life span of the individual sometimes occurs. We were
quite embarrassed a number of years ago by having continued to make payments
for nearly two years after an annuitant had died. Checks had been endorsed by
the executor of the estate and our bank reconciliation clerk had not called to
our attention that checks were so endorsed. At that time we added to our retirement procedure an annuitant signature card and we now provide for a
monthly review of checks against this file of signature cards. This not only
avoids similar cases for the future but also gives us assurance that the annuitants
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who are entitled to such payments are receiving them. With advancing age,
annuitants' signatures tend to change and, while this offers a problem, we believe the signature card forms an important part of the administration of the
payment phase of the plan.
Pension Plan Administration Calls for Insight and Foresight
It has been the purpose of this article to stress the importance of good administration of pension plans. Cost of administration is a relatively minor factor.
Corners cannot be cut on administration. Keeping the employees sold on the
plan is very much involved. The importance of a pension plan in building employee morale and developing goodwill for the company should not be overlooked. Employees should know that pensions cost large sums of money and
that participation is a valued privilege or right. They should know that the only
way to protect this value is for them to do their individual parts in keeping
the company on a profitable basis. Getting this across is not an accounting responsibility, but should be handled by specialists in the field of publicity and
employee relations. However, those responsible for administration can and
should take an active interest in this matter and assist in developing material.
In conclusion, there are a number of points on administration of pension
plans which have been made and which merit repeating:
I. Develop administrative details of the
program before adoption of the plan.
2. Be sure that interpretations and administrative procedures are understood by
both management and the union. Preferably such procedures as affect employees should be agreed to by both
parties.
3. Recognize that pension records must be
maintained for a long period of time.
Consider carefully when creating such
records so as to keep changes in procedures to a minimum.
4. Take every precaution to set up the
initial records of employees under a new

5.
b.
7.
8.

9.

pension plan as carefully as possible and
secure written verification by the employee that the records are correct.
Consider using social security numbers
foi positive identification.
Avoid duplicate records. They are costly
and unsatisfactory.
Simplify procedures and keep detail to a
minimum.
rsfablish the rules and live with them.
Exceptions and compromises will establish precedents which will prove both
embarrassing and expensive.
Insist on good administration. If is an
impertant part of a pension plan.

The growth of pension plans is adding an increased responsibility which
accountants should take seriously. In the conduct as well as the selection of a
pension plan, they are in a position to render substantial service.
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POINT
MARKED PERSONAL
TH R E E TH I NG S MA KE A GOOD AC CO UNTA N T, one of them widely discussed, the second adequately, the third practically not at
all. The first comprises the tools which the

accountant uses. These are understanding
of accounting principles and taxation, and
a working knowledge of methods and systems. The second is knowledge of the particular industry and its technical problems,
as well as a general acquaintance with social and economic problems and trends.
The third element is the personality of
the accountant. It ha s received little attention. Not only does the accountant sometimes veil his positive characteristics. Often
they badly need balancing. Beware of the
innovator. Look ou t for the penny chaser.
Avoid the traditionalist.
The idea s of the first run fa r ahead of his
capacity to produce. The second gives his
allegiance to exact digits in all cases, no
matter how nea r to the decimal point they
are, or on which side of it. To the third
the ritual of sta tement prepa ra tion is more
important than contents.
What should the accou ntant be like? He
should be both dynamic and reserved, adaptable and conservative, able to approximate,
and punctilious for accuracy, manifesting
each quality at its proper time. Technical
knowledge a lone is not enou gh to meet the
many trials of business life. Only by its
judicious application can the accountant
render the greatest service to his organization.

with tools a nd physical facilities a small if
necessary adjunct, it was common to think
of the cost of such materials and manpower a s the prime or first cost of production.
Today, however, in many manufacturing
concerns, machinery has become the biggest
single factor in converting raw material
into finished goods and man -power has been
relegated to the task of incidental aid to
the machinery. In fa ct, in some instances it
may be difficult to identify any human
effort as being direct labor. That this is
widely true is borne out by the common
practice of distributing overhead in many
production centers on the basis of machine hours.
A proper concept of prime cost in line
with this situ a tion might be the su m of the
cost of raw materials and machine conversion cost of those materials. This theory
would relegate so- called direct labor to the
category of overhead or bu rden along with
building expense, etc., or, better still, it
might be included as an intrinsic part of
the cost of operating the machine along
with power, maintenance and depreciation.
FRANK L. PALMER, Albany

TIME IS— CONTROL

PRIME COST IN THE M ACHINE AGE

F O U N D that our
total productive hours served as a good
yardstick for reporting to management the
cost of departmental nonproductive labor,
both through the mediu m of ra te per hou r
and by means of gra phic cha rts. However,
in the pa st few years, expense per productive hour has doubled. We k new a pa rt of
this increase was attributable to higher

BACK I N TH E DAYS W H E N production
consisted mainly of material and man - power,

wage rates.
The trouble lay in expressing the non-

JOHN J. BUSTER, New York
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VIEW
productive labor in dollars. On our new
reports, nonproductive labor is expressed in
hours expended a nd is compa red with productive hours of the department or division. As the two elements of the compa rison are based upon the single denomina tor
of hours, the factor of the fluctua ting value
of the dollar has been eliminated.
WALTER O. WILSON, Rochester

ON THE RECORD AND ON THE
MACHINE
be
simple or it can become involved and prove
expensive over a period of time, du e to deterioration or loss of tags. One inexpensive
and worka ble system of tagging makes use
of metal tags stenciled with the necessary information and permanently attached
to the equipment. The tags are affixed to
each type of unit in a manner to achieve
uniformity and accessibility in inventorytaking.
The tag should contain accurate reference to the entry in the property records
and should not carry insignificant information such as date acquired, etc., which is
indicated on the formal record. Also, tagging should be on complete units or complete operating sections of a u nit which are
readily identifiable in factory or mill language. Removable parts of a unit which
do not constitute a distinct operation should
not be tagged.
TH E

TAGGING

OF

EQ UIP M EN T

COST BY ANY OTHER NAME ...
PL AN S

HAVE

WORKED

well when substantial gross profits were
earned and substantial portions thereof "distributed." However, few enterprises have a
consistent record of high profits. I suggest
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CAN

ROBERTS. YARNELL, Calumet

PROFIT - SHARING

that, once a continuing enterprise accepts
responsibility for payment of employee pensions, provision of adequate pensions irresistibly becomes a fixed cost. If so, then
the belief is incorrect that providing pensions through profit- sharing can in any way
lighten the cost, as compared to a directly financed retirement plan. Rather, does not
use of a profit- sharing intermediary arrangement simply obscure the true situation confronting management?

PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB
the light of
the interesting article by John I. Marder on
hotel accounting in the Ju ne issue of the
Bullesin, tha t the accou ntant upon his next
visit to a hotel conju re up a mental pictu re
of himself as "raw material" passing
through the lobby and up to the hotel clerk,
i. e., the receiving department. After a
night of refreshing sleep or "processing,"
the "finished product" would be accorded
a cheerful farewell (shipment) by the doorman on departure. And in the back office,
the figures wou ld be well on their way into
the financial statements.
I T WO UL D SE EM LOGICAL I N

M. J. GRISAK, Calumet

WHERE THE GOING IS ROUGH
HAVE F O U N D the cost or auditing
departments satisfactory proving ground for
potential salesmen. It may look lik e a fa r
cry from au diting to sales work. However,
we have found it expedient to turn young
potential salesmen over to those in charge
of a u diting a nd to permit them to work in
various sections of the organization where
their ability to carry ou t orders a nd to get
along with different people is tested ou t.
WE

JOHN B. BACHFER, Kansas City
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Manual Summary Record for Pension Contributions
by D. S. BRIGHAM
Works Accountant, The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Co., Norwood, Ohio
A ledger page for each participant —which serves to control the
amount of his contributions, provides ready reference to his account,
and which is displayed to hire on joining the plan and later as he
desires —is recommended by the author of this article, as supplementary to mechanical installations often favored for pension plan records.

there are instances in which recIords produced by machine methods can be augmented
to great advantage by
N THIS ERA OF MECHANIZED ACCOUNTING

manually - posted auxiliary records. We have applied this principle to certain
permanent employee pension contribution information posted for the most part
on a semiannual basis. Our company has a contributory pension plan, in operation since 1946, involving contributions by employees from the end of the first
year's employment to the time when the employee reaches either optional or
compulsory retirement age. The plan is based on two specific factors:
I. Contributions are computed on gross
earnings through the use of two percentages, a lower rate applying to gross
earnings up to a set limit and a higher
rate applying beyond that amount.

2. The amount of the annual pension finally
awarded is calculated strictly on the
basis of cumulative contributions at the
time of retirement.

Shortcomings of Machine Records Alone
The mechanical facilities in use in our pension plan accounting procedures
record and control the detail of all entries throughout the year and permit the
listing and control of all the necessary facts for the year as a whole as to name,
social security number, age, date of continuity of service, cumulative total contributions to date, interest credited, etc. However, it is the opinion of the writer
that the information as so recorded lacks a few elements which are extremely
important to the administration of the plan. Two of the deficiencies are:
Lists compiled through mechanized accounting lack the cumulative detail of
an individual pension ledger sheet designed to show in a chronological record
the many things which may happen, such
as transfers from other works, transfers
to other works, refunds, and yearly postings of pension contributions and interest
credit. Nor does the mechanized list
constitute a record that can be opened
up for the individual's inspection.
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In our case, the control of accuracy of
annual and accumulated employee contributions calls for special considerations.
Because of the application of two percentages to payroll amounts under terms
of the plan, it is not deemed practical
to make payroll deductions for pension
purposes in exact amounts and some way
had to be found for controlling and adjusting deductions made. Our manual
pension ledger effects this control.
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The individual Pension Ledger sheet
is shown in Exhibit 1. Its columns have
been numbered from 1 to 18, inclusive,
for purposes of reference. One of these
ledger sheets is maintained for each
participant in the pension plan and
there is a recapitulation sheet which
reflects the totals of the individual
sheets. We have found that the maintenance of this ledger results in time
saving, necessary protection of both
company and employee's interests not
otherwise provided for in the mechanized accounting, and sundry other
advantages and uses.
Operation of the Manual Ledger

X
W

y

O

P

O

It should be borne in mind that the
ledger is not constantly posted throughout the year. On the contrary, there
are two periods of posting in each year,
with the exception of the posting of
refunds and transfers to the individual
ledger sheets as they occur. The first
operation is to set up the ledger sheet
after the employee has signed his application for participation in the pension plan and to insert and check all
heading information as to accuracy.
The first period of posting is after
the close of the calendar payroll year.
The total of the payroll contributions
for the year is posted from the payroll
register to Column 1 on each ledger
sheet. Columns 6 and 7, the annual
and cumulative contribution totals, are
calculated from the postings in Column
1 as affected by any entries in Columns
2 to 5. The entries so made are re-

capitulated on the summary sheet and balanced with payroll information. The
analysis of each sheet is then made to determine the correct contribution which
each employee was entitled to make in accordance with his earnings. The correct contribution as determined is posted in Column 16 of each sheet and in
total on the recapitulation sheet. Columns 17 and 18 are calculated by use of
Columns 6 and 16 for each account and for the recapitulation sheet.
The second period of posting is when the trial balance of employee contributions is completed on the mechanized equipment as of the end of each calendar
year. This mechanical listing shows:
I. Name.
2. Social security number.
3. Amount of employee contributions

4. Interest credited.
5. Total of contributions and interest
credited.

Interest calculations are checked and posted to Column 8 in each account and
to the recapitulation sheet. Columns 13, 14 and 15 may then be completed and
Column 15 checked with the mechanized listing, establishing the consistency of
the two records.

Time is Saved
The operations which have been outlined constitute the entire work of maintaining this ledger for one year and consume not more than two- tenths of an
hour for each individual ledger sheet.
There are numerous instances of time - saving in having available a pertinent,
up -to -date record of each individual employee's account, with the basic information incorporated in the heading and, below, added information as to the yearly
contributions and interest credited, with cumulative totals. Many reports and
reconciliations are necessary for submission to our parent company which would
consume a great deal more time than without the information in the pension
ledger. Correspondence on individual accounts is facilitated through reference to
the individual pension ledger accounts. In fact, the ledger affords much help in
connection with all necessary functions, such as transferring of employees from
our pension unit to another or transfers from another pension unit to ours, the
payment of refunds, and the preparation of all necessary forms in these instances.
Moreover, estimates of earnings for the following year, a process required by
the pension plan, is accomplished along with the calculation of correct contributions for the year for each employee.
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Manual Record Makes Fixed Deductions Practicable
However, the central need for the individual pension record sprang from
the necessity of keeping track of employee contributions as deducted from payrolls, in comparison with the amounts called for by the application of the percentages specified by the plan. At the start, several different methods for calculating the weekly or monthly pension contributions through payroll deduction
were considered. A wage band table comparable to a withholding tax table was
suggested and would have necessitated detailed reference for each employee.
A further check at the end of each year would have been required. Because of
the time which application of such a routine would require, the idea was discarded.
As an alternative, it was decided to arrive at a fixed amount of weekly or
monthly pension contribution for each employee on the basis of estimated earnings. Every attempt is made to arrive at a fixed amount of pension contributions
in each case which will be as near the correct amount as possible but wide variances will result, particularly in connection with piece -work operators, between
the fixed amount deducted and the amount allowed under the plan. A review
of one year's results shows this quite clearly. The variance between actual pension contributions and the amount of pension contributions to which the employees were entitled, is indicated by the following:
Variance under $20
Variance $20 to $25
Variance $25 to $42
Total

87%
9%
4%
100%

excess

It should be noted that in individual cases this variance might run into a large
amount of money over a period of 20, 30 or 40 years. Perhaps the company is
contributions result, but it certainly is of
not particularly concerned if
tremendous importance to each employee that he contributes to the maximum
allowed, according to the rules. Through the operation of the pension ledger,
the difference is available annually (or more frequently by special calculation)
and the fixed deduction can be changed to effect correction.
When an employee is either down - graded or up- graded, the result is a decrease
or increase in his earnings. Because of the employee's knowledge of the protection we exercise in the ultimate adjustment of pension contributions, he is
not concerned over the fact that his pension contributions are not adjusted at
once. He knows that over the period of his working years, he will contribute
no more or no less than the amount to which he is entitled. This also relieves
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the company of any obligation to watch for changes in weekly pension contributions on any specifically timed basis.
Prompt and Reliable Reference
So far, comments have been confined to the time saving advantages of the
pension ledger and its use to control payroll deductions for pension purposes.
In addition, in all instances where we are called upon to submit special data,
the pension ledger with the pertinent, proved, and unchanging information at
the top of each ledger sheet, together with the up -to -date, complete and accurate
record of all annual transactions in one place, has permitted us to furnish the
information immediately and with confidence in its accuracy. Moreover, the
advantages of having predetermined, accurately controlled figures against which
to check lists compiled by the accounting machines or for any other checking
purposes, is of great value.
When the ledger sheets are set up as participants enter the pension plan, the
accuracy of the information at the top of the ledger sheet is checked down to
the detail of each letter and digit. Consequently, we refer to these ledger sheets
repeatedly when information is needed for various reasons in respect to correct
spelling of name, social security number, date of birth, date of continuity of
service, etc. It is the one permanent record which we maintain of these important items which do not change with the passing of time. The permanence of
this record (the present ledger sheet provides for 49 years) bears witness that
it is the proper place to maintain such information.
Information for Pension Plan Participants
We feel that one of the reasons for 100 per cent participation in our plan by
eligible employees is that the pension ledger is a useful tool in explaining to
each employee at the time he completes one year's service the manner in which
his individual interests are protected. The employee realizes, after the ledger
is explained to him, that an individual record will be maintained for his personal account and will be open for his inspection at any time.
Transfers of employees from one pension unit to another are frequently made
and, in cases of transfers from our unit to others, the cumulative pension contributions through the last pension contribution made at our unit, are adjusted
to the exact amount which the employee was entitled to contribute. This would
be very difficult to do without the maintenance of the pension ledger. The employees concerned appreciate and approve of this tangible evidence of interest
in their behalf. This makes it possible for us to transmit the details of pension
accumulations of an individual heing transferred from our pension unit to an174
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other, with the following statement included in the form used.
"For your information, the total pension
contribution of $ ........................ was calculated in accordance with established procedure so that it is in exact agreement

with the correct contributions which this
employee was entitled to contribute up
to the time of his transfer at .....................

The pension ledger provides an all -time clear picture of each employee's contributions, detailed by years. Contributions under our plan to date have been
over the limited period of a little more than three years. In spite of this relatively short length of time, we have had many instances in which employees
have expressed interest in the amount of their cumulative pension contributions.
In such cases, the pension ledger has been opened to the employee's individual
sheet, which furnished the answer to all questions.
Supporting the Employee Relations Side of Pensions
The company considers it good business to make a substantial investment in
the pension plan in an effort to create and maintain good employee relations.
Each passing year will increase the importance to each employee of his cumulative pension contribution and its relation to his evaluation of his job.
Without the maintenance of this pension ledger, there would be a definite
limitation or curtailment of our ability to show each employee complete details
of his individual pension contributions which represent his own investment and
are an important factor in his future welfare. It not only results in an important
accounting record, but it also is a record of a personal financial effort toward
an important goal, in which each employee participating is vitally interested.
The record is therefore of great value from the employee relations standpoint.
To sum up, while the writer is cognizant of the value of mechanized accounting, he feels that there are instances when it is advantageous to supplement the
results of these machine figures with some of the old- fashioned manually - posted
records. This is particularly true when the records are ones having a human
relations element. Of this, the pension ledger is a good example.
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Process Costing in Wire Rope Manufacture
by WILLIS SHORTNESS
Cost Accounting Supervisor, Peoria, Ill., Plant, R. G. LeTourneau, Inc.

O §ered in this article, together with comment on the product and the
materials and processes which enter into its manufacture, is a rounded
presentation of the system of accounting for the elements of cost under
procedures which develop actual over -all and unit costs. The media
used for conveying cost information to management are presented.

as a machine of moving parts. It is a precisely -made and finely- finished product. The use of
wire rope has increased so rapidly in recent years that it is now difficult to think
of any business or industrial development in which it does not play an important part. Over a period of time, experience and engineering ability have been
combined to develop a large variety of types, each type containing the proper
materials and embodying the correct construction principles and methods to
best meet a particular set of operating requirements.
This is a case study of the accounting methods and procedures developed in
our company, a manufacturer of earth moving equipment, to accumulate the cost
of manufacturing the wire rope used in the operation of that equipment and
also produced to order for customers other than the distributors of our equipment. Wire rope is manufactured in only one plant although used in all plants
and stocked by all our distributors. Its production and distribution is considered
a separate operation. Hence, accounting procedures and reports to management
cover not only cost to manufacture but are also carried through to a statement of
cost of sales and net operating profit.
The manufacture of wire rope lends itself readily to process costing. Operations are continuous and uniform in nature. The unit of production is a foot
of finished rope. All labor operations can be performed in one department or
cost center, thus making the application of manufacturing expense comparatively simple. This has been true also because only a few sizes and types of
cable (here used as a synonym for wire rope) were made. Relatively exact allocation of cost to each was easy to compute and, because desirable, was adopted
as a costing policy. More recently, a substantial increase in the varieties manufactured has resulted in a noticeable increase in clerical work required to allocate costs to individual sizes and types. Should it become necessary, a formula
basis for cost allocation, which would give reasonably accurate unit costs, could
IRE ROPE I N OPE RAT I O N H AS BE EN APT LY DE SCRI BE D
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easily be developed from the historical production and cost data now available.
Materials Used in Wire Rope Manufacture
Except for the fibre core used in certain types, the direct material for wire
rope consists of individual steel wires. The quantity and grade of wire used
and the respective diameter sizes will depend on the desired diameter size and
the intended use of the finished rope. The wires are "laid" (twisted) in strands
and closed in concentric circles around a center or "core." This core may be of
either fibre or metallic construction. Of the fibre centers, manila and sisal have
the greatest acceptance. However, they can be made in uniformity in diameter
over 1/g" only. In sizes 1/8" and smaller, fibre cores are made from cotton,
mauritius and, in some cases, paper and asbestos. Our company does not use
fibre cores in the wire rope manufactured for use on our equipment.
As mentioned above, the intended use of the finished rope governs the grade
and quantity of its component materials. For example, cable with a fibre center
will be more flexible than one with a metal core but will not be quite as strong
and will have less resistance to crushing. Cable composed of larger diameter.
wires will be less flexible than cable composed of smaller diameter wires but
will have greater resistance to abrasion. Wire made of improved plow steel is
extremely strong and tough (abrasion resistant). Wire made of mild plow steel
stands up well against repeated impact stresses. Galvanized steel wire is wire
which has been given additional protection against rust and corrosion by application of a zinc coating.
Procedure in Accounting for Materials
Wire for cable is the title of the general ledger control account for materials
used in wire rope. Since these materials are all purchased, the charge is accumulated in the voucher register and posted to the general ledger at the end
of each month. Materials put into process during the month are withdrawn from
inventory by stores requisitions. Credit to the general ledger account at the
end of each month is made from the stores requisition journal. A stores ledger
card for each grade and size of wire is maintained by the clerk in the wire rope
department. Inventory is priced on a monthly average basis, a new unit cost
per pound being computed when necessary at the end of each month. This unit
cost is used to price requisitions during the succeeding month.
In connection with the determination of the material cost of the finished
product, the cost accounting department receives, at the end of each month, a
schedule of the current unit cost of each grade and size wire in inventory. Revision is made of the material cost of any wire rope which contains wire in
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which there has been an appreciable change in cost. Original computations of
the material unit cost (per foot) of wire rope is based on:
I. The number and diameter size of wires
in the rope.
2. The weight per foot of each wire.

3. The cost per pound of each wire.
4. The cost of fibre cores, if used.

Labor Operations in Fabrication of Wire Rope
There are three direct labor operations involved in producing wire rope.
These are spooling, stranding, and closing. Spooling consists of winding the
wire, which is purchased in coils, onto bobbins or spools. Stranding means the
forming of any designated number of individual wires into a strand. The
spools of individual wires are placed in proper sequence in the stranding machine and are wound spirally into a single strand.
At this stage in the process, "pre- forming" may be applied, if desired. Preforming is a process which pre- shapes wires and strands into the exact helical
position they assume in the finished rope by passing them through a device commonly called a "roller head." This special process removes excessive tension
and torsion stresses, since it permits the wires to be laid together, rather than
forced together. Pre - formed rope can be taken apart, strand by strand and wire
by wire, and put back together again. It is more flexible than non - performed
rope, does not kink as easily, and the individual wires do not flare out when
severed.
The third labor operation is closing. This is similar to stranding except that
the closing machine is working with strands instead of individual wires. The
strands required to complete the cable are laid in concentric layers around the
core. Cable having a metallic core requires more closing labor than cable with
a fibre core. In the latter, only the outside strands have to be constructed and
closed around the fibre core. The former requires following detailed operations:
First, the core strand is constructed. It
consists of a single "king" wire around
which six other wires are laid. Then, six
"inside" strands, composed of a specific
number of individual wires, are construtted and closed around the core

strand. The result is the "independent
wire rope center." The required number
of "outside" strands are then constructed.
These are closed around the independent
wire rope center to complete the cable.

It may be of interest, at this point, to discuss briefly the lubrication of wire
rope because it has a special importance. In operation wire rope is a mass of
rubbing surfaces. Proper lubricant should adhere closely to the rope and
"work" with it in operation. There are many very satisfactory lubricating compounds and there are different methods of applying them. The purpose of
lubrication is three fold: to saturate the core, to give a protective shield to the
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inner wires, and to give a protective coating to the outer wires. Ex,
cation can be performed at any time but internal lubrication must beiubriwhile the rope is being built. Fibre cores must be impregnated with lubricat,,
before fabrication into cordage. The spaces between the metallic core and the
strands are filled by passing the core through a tank of compound as it passes
into the rope in fabrication. Each wire in any strand likewise receives a heavy
coating just as it converges into the strand.
These comments on lubrication are primarily a matter of general information
and are not related to material or labor accounting, as we account for the lubricant as an indirect supply and lubrication is not considered a direct labor operation.

Procedure In Accounting for Labor
Work in process able is the title of the general ledger control account for
materials in process, the direct labor expended, and the manufacturing expense
applied (treated later herein). The charge for material cost is entered each
month from the stores requisition journal. The charge for direct labor, made
each month through the general journal, is compiled by the cost accounting
department. It represents, of course, the dollar cost of direct labor for the month
in the wire rope department.
A record of pounds of wire spooled, feet of wire stranded, feet of strand
closed, feet of wire rope completed, and hours of direct labor for each size and
type of wire is maintained in the wire rope department. At the end of the
month, a summary report of this data is prepared for the cost accounting department. The labor hours on this report are reconciled with the payroll hours
as reported on clock cards.
In the cost accounting department, the labor cost per hour for the month is
obtained by dividing the direct labor dollar cost by the total hours of direct
labor expended as shown on the summary report. The labor cost applicable to
each size and type of cable in process is then determined by extending the hours
for each size and type by the hourly rate. The total labor cost thus computed
must agree with the labor charge to the work in process control account in the
general ledger.
The credit to work in process is computed in like manner, except where there
has been a greater quantity of any size or type of rope completed than was put
in process during the current month. In this event, the excess quantity represents rope in process at the end of the previous month, and the hourly labor
rate for the previous month must be applied to such excess quantity in order to
arrive at the proper credit to work in process, charge to finished wire rope invenOCTOBER, 1950
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a

the unit cost for that particular product. This is easily done.
tor"
Development of Product Costs in Detail

At this point the extent to which our method of computing unit costs goes
beyond normal process costing procedures becomes very apparent. As has been
described earlier, material unit costs for each product are computed by size and
kind of wires used. We have now developed the point that there is a complete allocation of direct labor to product. This detail has proven much less
expensive than might be supposed. The supervisor of the wire rope department
has only one clerk in his office. Clerical work in the cost accounting department

WIRE ROPE DEPARTMENT
Condensed Statement of Profit and Loss
First Quarter
Sales to customers (Net)
Cost of sales (Exhibit 2)

100.00%
71.43

52,000

28.57%

35,000

19.23%

17,000

9.34%

$

Gross profit
Freight on outgoing shipments
Selling expenses
General and administrative expenses

$182,000
130,000
$14,000
12,000
9,000
$

Total

$

Net profit before taxes

EXHIBIT 1

requires only a comparatively small part of the time of one clerk. Moreover,
having an exact unit cost for the various cables produced carries a number of
advantages aside from the confidence which may be placed in it for establishing
selling prices. For example, the detail of increases and decreases in inventory
can be seen at a glance. It is also true that the reported results of operations have
proven very dependable. Adjustments of book inventory to physical have been
small. Many companies using process costs have found loose allocation of costs
to joint products very costly at times, perhaps a good deal more costly than more
meticulous allocation would have been.
Treatment of Manufacturing Expenses
Manufacturing expenses are allocated to size and type of wire rope on the
basis of direct labor dollars. Nor, in other ways, is there anything unusual in
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our treatment of manufacturing expenses applicable to wire rope, either direct or
allocated. The entry charging work in process for manufacturing expense is
prepared each month by the cost accounting department and is made through the
general journal. The supervisor of the wire rope department participates in the
company's incentive plan for plant supervisors and is furnished each month with
a report which measures the actual controllable manufacturing expense for the
department against the budgeted figures. Perhaps a brief explanation of the
charges made for spoiled work, expense allocated from the general factory, and
for winding reels, may be in order.

COST OF WIRE ROPE MANUFACTURED AND SOLD
First Quarter

$

Cost of manufacturing
Material costs:
Inventory at start
Purchases

26,000
103,000

$129,000
22,000

Total
Deduct— Inventory at close

$107,000

Labor cost
Manufacturing expenses (Exhibit 4)

23,000
32,870

Total
Deduct — Increase in work in process
Inventory

$162,870
4,000

Cost of wire rope manufactured
Deduct — Increase in finished goods
Inventory

$158,870

Cost of wire rope removed from inventory
Deduct:
Used to complete new equipment
Used by shop for maintenance
Transfer to affiliated companies
Transferred to sales and service accounts

$141,870

Total

$

17,000

4,000
400
7,370
100
11,870
$130,000

Cost of wire rope sold to customers

EXHIBIT 2

The charge for spoiled work, made through the spoiled work journal each
month and credited to the work in process control account in the general ledger,
represents only material cost. It is based on the ratio of the weight of wire,
strand, and finished rope scrapped during the month to the weight of wire put
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in process during the month. Experience has shown that the cost of labor and
overhead applicable to our relatively small amount of spoiled work does not
justify the expense of detailed analysis and identification.
Allocation of general factory expense to the wire rope department is made each
month through the general journal. It is based on a survey of the services rendered to the wire rope department by the various service departments. In most
cases a percentage basis has been developed for pro- ration. In a few cases a fixed
dollar amount is transferred each month. In two instances, the service departments are considered to render no service to the wire rope department.

COST OF WIR E R OPE M AN U F AC T U R ED — BY SI Z E AN D T Y PE
First Qu ar t e r

5/ 16"
3/ 8 "
3/ 8 "

7/ 1 6"
"

1/ 2 "
38
4
7/ 8 "

11/ 4 "
11/2 "

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

37
19
19
19
19
19
41
19
19
19

H. C.*
H. C.
I. W . R. C.f
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
H. C.
I. W . R. C.

*

Total

$

f

Feet

Co st per f oo t

4000
5200
20000
5000
862000
200000
2500
45000
1000
1000

$.056
.055
.070
.080
.090
.115
.150
.180
.300
.500

1414000

Amo unt
$

Size and t yp e

224
286
1,400
400
77,580
23,000
375
8,100
300
500

$158,870$

Hemp center
Independent wire rope center
Per Exhibit 2

EXH IBI T 3

The reels upon which the finished cable is wound and shipped are treated
as a supply item and are included in manufacturing expense. Neither the cost
nor the life -span of these reels is sufficient to consider them as having any important inventory or capital value. They can be made very quickly, so that it
is unnecessary to maintain any sizeable stock on hand. It can be argued that the
cost of these reels forms a part of shipping costs and, therefore, is properly included in selling expenses, although this interpretation has not been accepted.
Finished Goods and Cost of Sales
Finished cable is the title of the general ledger control account for completed wire rope. Each month through the general journal this account is
charged and the work in process account is credited for the cost of wire rope
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inner wires, and to give a protective coating to the outer wires. External lubrication can be performed at any time but internal lubrication must be applied
while the rope is being built. Fibre cores must be impregnated with lubricant
before fabrication into cordage. The spaces between the metallic core and the
strands are filled by passing the core through a tank of compound as it passes
into the rope in fabrication. Each wire in any strand likewise receives a heavy
coating just as it converges into the strand.
These comments on lubrication are primarily a matter of general information
and are not related to material or labor accounting, as we account for the lubricant as an indirect supply and lubrication is not considered a direct labor operation.
Procedure In Accounting for Labor
Work in process —cable is the title of the general ledger control account for
materials in process, the direct labor expended, and the manufacturing expense
applied (treated later herein) . The charge for material cost is entered each
month from the stores requisition journal. The charge for direct labor, made
each month through the general journal, is compiled by the cost accounting
department. It represents, of course, the dollar cost of direct labor for the month
in the wire rope department.
A record of pounds of wire spooled, feet of wire stranded, feet of strand
closed, feet of wire rope completed, and hours of direct labor for each size and
type of wire is maintained in the wire rope department. At the end of the
month, a summary report of this data is prepared for the cost accounting department. The labor hours on this report are reconciled with the payroll hours
as reported on clock cards.
In the cost accounting department, the labor cost per hour for the month is
obtained by dividing the direct labor dollar cost by the total hours of direct
labor expended as shown on the summary report. The labor cost applicable to
each size and type of cable in process is then determined by extending the hours
for each size and type by the hourly rate. The total labor cost thus computed
must agree with the labor charge to the work in process control account in the
general ledger.
The credit to work in process is computed in like manner, except where there
has been a greater quantity of any size or type of rope completed than was put
in process during the current month. In this event, the excess quantity represents rope in process at the end of the previous month, and the hourly labor
rate for the previous month must be applied to such excess quantity in order to
arrive at the proper credit to work in process, charge to finished wire rope invenOCTOBER,
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tory,

and

the unit cost for that particular product. This is easily done.

Development of Product Costs in Detail
At this point the extent to which our method of computing unit costs goes
beyond normal process costing procedures becomes very apparent. As has been
described earlier, material unit costs for each product are computed by size and
kind of wires used. We have now developed the point that there is a complete allocation of direct labor to product. This detail has proven much less
expensive than might be supposed. The supervisor of the wire rope department
has only one clerk in his office. Clerical work in the cost accounting department

WIRE ROPE DEPARTMENT
Condensed Statement of Profit and Loss
First Quarter
Sales to customers (Net)
Cost of sales (Exhibit 2)

100.00%
71.43

52,000

28.57%

35,000

19.23%

17,000

9.34%

$

Gross profit
Freight on outgoing shipments
Selling expenses
General and administrative expenses

$182,000
130,000
$14,000
12,000
9,000
$

Total

$

Net profit before taxes

EXHIBIT 1

requires only a comparatively small part of the time of one clerk. Moreover,
having an exact unit cost for the various cables produced carries a number of
advantages aside from the confidence which may be placed in it for establishing
selling prices. For example, the detail of increases and decreases in inventory
can be seen at a glance. It is also true that the reported results of operations have
proven very dependable. Adjustments of book inventory to physical have been
small. Many companies using process costs have found loose allocation of costs
to joint products very costly at times, perhaps a good deal more costly than more
meticulous allocation would have been.
Treatment of Manufacturing Expenses
Manufacturing expenses are allocated to size and type of wire rope on the
basis of direct labor dollars. Nor, in other ways, is there anything unusual in
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our treatment of manufacturing expenses applicable to wire rope, either direct or
allocated. The entry charging work in process for manufacturing expense is
prepared each month by the cost accounting department and is made through the
general journal. The supervisor of the wire rope department participates in the
company's incentive plan for plant supervisors and is furnished each month with
a report which measures the actual controllable manufacturing expense for the
department against the budgeted figures. Perhaps a brief explanation of the
charges made for spoiled work, expense allocated from the general factory, and
for winding reels, may be in order.

COST OF WIRE ROPE MANUFACTURED AND SOLD
First Quarter

$

Cost of manufacturing
Material costs:
Inventory at start
Purchases

26,000
103,000

$129,000
22,000

Total
Deducf— Inventory at close

$107,000

Labor cost
Manufacturing expenses (Exhibit 4)

23,000
32,870

Total
Deduct — Increase in work in process
Inventory

$162,870
4,000

Cost of wire rope manufactured
Deduct — Increase in finished goods
Inventory

$158,870

Cost of wire rope removed from inventory
Deduct:
Used to complete new equipment
Used by shop for maintenance
Transfer to affiliated companies
Transferred to sales and service accounts

$141,870

Total

$

17,000

4,000
400
7,370
100
11,870
$130,000

Cost of wire rope sold to customers

EXHIBIT 2

The charge for spoiled work, made through the spoiled work journal each
month and credited to the work in process control account in the general ledger,
represents only material cost. It is based on the ratio of the weight of wire,
strand, and finished rope scrapped during the month to the weight of wire put
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in process during the month. Experience has shown that the cost of labor and
overhead applicable to our relatively small amount of spoiled work does not
justify the expense of detailed analysis and identification.
Allocation of general factory expense to the wire rope department is made each
month through the general journal. It is based on a survey of the services rendered to the wire rope department by the various service departments. In most
cases a percentage basis has been developed for pro- ration. In a few cases a fixed
dollar amount is transferred each month. In two instances, the service departments are considered to render no service to the wire rope department.

C OS T O F WI R E R OP E M AN U F AC T U R ED — BY SI Z E AN D T Y PE
Fi rst Q u a r t e r
F eet
H. C. *
H. C.
I. W . R. C.t
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
I. W . R. C.
H. C.
I. W . R. C.

4000
5200
20000
5000
862000
200000
2500
45000
1000
1000

Total

1414000

C o st p e r f o o t
$.056
.055
.070
.080
.090
.115
.150
.180
.300
.500

Am o u n t
$

Size an d t y p e
5! 1 6" 6 x 37
3/ 8 "
6 x 19
3/ 8 "
6 x 19
7/ 1 6 " 6 x 19
1/ 2 "
6 x 19
5/8 "
6 x 19
3/ 4 "
6 x 41
7/ 8 "
6 x 19
11/ 4 " 6 x 19
11/ 2 " 6 x 19

224
286
1,400
400
77,580
23,000
375
8,100
300
500

$158,870$

#

*

Hemp center
t Independent wir e r ope center
Per Exhibit 2

EXH I BI T 3

The reels upon which the finished cable is wound and shipped are treated
as a supply item and are included in manufacturing expense. Neither the cost
nor the life -span of these reels is sufficient to consider them as having any important inventory or capital value. They can be made very quickly, so that it
is unnecessary to maintain any sizeable stock on hand. It can be argued that the
cost of these reels forms a part of shipping costs and, therefore, is properly included in selling expenses, although this interpretation has not been accepted.
Finished Goods and Cost of Sales
Finished cable is the title of the general ledger control account for completed wire rope. Each month through the general journal this account is
charged and the work in process account is credited for the cost of wire rope
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completed. The cost accounting department prepared this journal entry by
multiplying the quantity of units (feet) of each size and type completed, by
the unit cost. This cost, of course, is the sum of the unit material, labor and
manufacturing expense costs computed as has been described.
The regular sources of credit to the finished wire rope inventory are:
Cable sold to customers and charged to
cost of sales.
2. Cable shipped to affiliated plants at
cost. This entry is made through the inferplant sales journal.
3. Cable threaded on newly finished equipment and charged to finished equipment
inventory through the, equipment cost
journal.
4 Cable used by the shop for maintenance
purposes.
This is requisitioned and
charges to the proper expense accounts

or special jobs are made through the
stores requisition journal.
5. Cable transferred to the sales and service divisions to be shipped to customers
at no charge. This is a small but frequently occurring transaction. Such
cable is charged to sales or service expense at cost.
6. Cable shipped to a distributor on consignment is an occasional transaction.
Such shipments are transferred at cost
to a separate inventory account.

MANUFACTURING EXPENSE —WIRE ROPE

—

—

—

—

Year
4,200
600
1,875
640
9,550
90
1,080
880
25
1,200
1,900
530
—

$

$

January February March
1,400
1,400
1,400
200
200
200
550
700
625
165
225
250
3,350
3,200
3,000
10
20
60
380
340
360
300
280
300
15
10
390
410
400
525
650
725
75
225
230
$

Account
I I Salaries — Supervisory
12 Salaries — Clerical
13 Indirect production labor
14 Other indirect labor
30 Supplies (includes cable reels)
31 Tools and jigs
34 Gas, oil and grease
37 Electricity
38 Printing
42 Spoiled work
50 Mechanical maintenance and repairs
51 Electrical maintenance and repairs
52 Maintenance — Office equipment
56 Depreciation
58 Heat
63 Postage, express and freight in
70 Compensation insurance
72 Property taxes
99 Allocation of general factory overhead

$

First Quarter

210
225
180
10
. 140
2,600

210
100
380
12
140
2,700

210
180
255
8
140
2,500

630
605
815
30
420
7,800

$10,800

$11,192

$10,878

$32,870

EXHIBIT 4

The first and last of the above - listed categories reflect outside sales and can
for cost of sales computation. Throughout the month the cost accounting department receives a copy of each invoice billing a customer for wire rope sold.
From these the quantities of wire rope sold are accumulated on work sheets
according to domestic, export, and governmental sales classifications. At the
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end of the month the work sheets are totaled and the cost of sales for each sales
classification is computed by extending the quantities sold by the unit cost. Verification that each sale has been processed and the total quantity of feet sold
accounted for, is made before the journal entry charging cost of sales and crediting finished wire rope inventory is prepared. Sales from consigned stock are
reported to the company each month by consignees and invoices are rendered
accordingly, the consignment inventory account being credited at cost for the
quantities sold.
Reporting Operating Results and Cost Detail to Management
The results of wire rope operations are reflected monthly on the books of
the company and are included in the monthly operating statements. Here, however, the figures for wire rope are not shown separately. Rather, it has been
our practice for a number of years to provide management with separate reports
dealing exclusively with the performance of the wire rope department. These
reports, originally made each month, are now prepared each quarter. They consist of a Condensed Statement of Profit and' Loss (Exhibit 1), a schedule of
Cost of Wire Rope Manufactured and Sold (Exhibit 2), a schedule of the Cost
of Wire Rope Manufactured by Size and Type (Exhibit 3), and a schedule of
Manufacturing Expenses (Exhibit 4) . Assumed figures are used in all cases.
The selling and general and administrative expense shown in the condensed
statement of profit and loss is supported by a detailed schedule of these expenses
and the portion of each which is allocated to the wire rope department. The
basis of allocation varies for different accounts. Some of the charges are direct
in nature. For example, salaries and traveling expenses of sales and service representatives who devote their time exclusively to the distribution and servicing
of wire rope, can be exactly determined and allocated. In other instances, the
survey upon which distribution of expense is based resulted in allocation of fixed
dollar amounts or percentages of totals. Freight on out -bound shipments is a
very substantial item and, for this reason, it is shown as a separate figure on the
profit and loss statement.
This group of reports has proven very satisfactory to date. Additional detail
is supplied when needed by management to use in any phase of profit planning,
such as control of inventories, establishment of effective pricing schedules and
sales policies, and in competitive bidding.
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Labor Cost Controls for a Macaroni Plant
by JOHN W. SHEETZ
Industrial Engineer and Plant Superintendent, Keystone Macaroni Mfg. Co., Lebanon, Penna.

comprehensive framework for labor cost control is given in this
article which then proceeds to consideration of specific methods of
control through which both supervisors and workers may be aware of
standard procedure and performance and by which performance on the
job may be compared with standard as soon after the fact as possible.
Some of the characteristics of the industry from which the material is
taken are set forth at the start.
A

T manufactured in this country, each shape dependent upon the die used dur-

HE RE ARE OVER ONE - HUNDRED DI FFE RE N T TYPES O F MACARON I PROD UCTS

ing extrusion. Included in this product list are such items as macaroni, spaghetti,
vermicelli, and short goods such as elbows, alphabets, stars and pastina.
For thirty years or more macaroni making confined itself to the intermittent
or batch operation. This method makes use initially of power driven mixers in
which a projecting arm revolves around a horizontal axis in a metal tub, agitating the semolina or flour, so that each particle comes in contact with water to
form dough. Kneading and extruding operations follow. The continuous
method of making macaroni has been in operation in this country so few years
that most of the larger macaroni plants are using both the intermittent and continuous methods in getting out their production. In the continuous method, the
mixing, kneading, and forming of the product is done in a contained unit.
The two methods are compared (and contrasted) in the depictographs in Exhibit 1.
Control Requires Production Schedules and Labor Standards
Proper control of labor costs in any industry requires a written plan to deal
with problems involving correct use of the worker's time. Due to the seasonal
nature of the macaroni business, the problem of infestation, and the bulkiness
of its packaged product, production operating schedules must vary and be related to sales activity.
A review of plant operations over a period of time will indicate the activity
levels for which labor requirements must be determined. Different operating
schedules necessitate different labor requirements. If these operating schedules
are definitely established beforehand and incorporated into manpower requirements, the supervisor will know what action to take as conditions change. A
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co- operative approach on the part of those directly concerned with this problem will lead to a better understanding and a satisfactory solution. In a small
company, the foreman may contribute his knowledge of the job to the thinkin g of t h e factory superintendent, the cost accountant, and the individual assigned to cost reduction.
The planning of these operating schedules cannot be accomplished with maximum efficiency without use of standards of accomplishment, for standards provide supervision with the means of utilizing labor effectively. In the development of labor standards, two factors, standard hourly rates and standard time
units, are primarily involved.
F LO W C H AR T SH O W IN G ME TH O D S O F M AN U F AC TU R E '
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EXHIBIT 1

Some Tools: Job Evaluation and Standard Production Rates
Labor cost is dependent to a considerable degree upon worker productivity
and the productivity of the worker depends largely upon the spirit of co- operation which he brings to his work. To secure the needed cooperation, it is necessary to pay labor a fair wage. This calls for a scientific approach to the problem,
in short, for job evaluation, the object of which is to study the relative requirements of each job for the purpose of establishing rates which will satisfactorily
reward the worker for performance and will properly evaluate a job's worth in
relation to the other jobs within the plant. The relative requirements of
each position are determined by the process of job analysis. From this step
there is developed the written record of the duties, responsibilities and requirements of the job, i.e., the job description. With this in hand the starting point
for ascertaining base rates has been reached.
The appraisal of the job description requires a method of comparison and
186
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measurement of the requirements of the job. Factors of skill, effort, responsibilities, and job conditions exist in all jobs and are the major characteristics for
which values or point ratings are determined. The following procedure applies
to our application:
I. Detailed written descriptions of all important duties and responsibilities of
each individual position. Job description)
2. Selection of factors which are common
to all jobs.
3. Determination of relative importance or
weight of these factors.

4. Assignment of point values to each factor for convenience in rating.
5. Analysis of each job to determine the
degree to which the factors selected are
present in the job.
6. Classification of jobs into groups containing the same range of rating points.
7. Conversion of the points into dollar
amounts.

job evaluation is an effective form of labor control because it represents the
factual approach to wage administration. Under it, job scope and requirements
are understood by supervisors and workers alike. It provides the basis for policies regarding new employees, promotions, and transfers. In addition, should
the job content change or a new job be introduced, a fair basis for appraisal of
the altered situation is readily at hand.
A standard of accomplishment in employee or man -hours must be established
for each group of productive workers and for each class of product handled by
the group. The number of man hours within a group required to complete a
productive unit is termed the standard production rate. Thus when the total
units of any given product of the group is multiplied by the standard rate for the
product, the allowed or standard hours for the particular production is obtained.
In our plant, the productive units vary for the different departments because
of the several methods used in recording production in those departments. Standards of accomplishment must be based upon good operating conditions not impossible of attainment. This means that the labor standards must be determined
by careful and thorough method and time studies.
Cost Control Records are of Two Kinds
To control labor time and its subsequent cost the existence of effective job
evaluation and of standard production rates, is not in itself sufficient. These
elements do assist in control, however, when the supervisor knows his immediate working objective and the means of accomplishing it. This involves planning and the more often the objective changes, the higher the degree of planning necessary. This calls, in turn, for records which may properly be classified as control records for planning. How well the planned job is done, i.e.,
whether or not control was, in fact, achieved, is of major interest to the super OCTOBER,

1950
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-
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EXHIBIT 3

visor and is best determined by comparison. Records designed to do this fall
into a second classification, control records for comparison. A chart showing
a structure of record information for both planning and comparison with respect to control of labor cost is shown in Exhibit 2.
Labor Schedule and Standard Instructions Needed in Planning
In a macaroni plant, most of the operations in the manufacturing department
are quality - controlled. This means that the speed of the machine determines
quality and production output. Therefore, by determining and scheduling man
power for different operating levels, we have a basis for exercising control over
OCTOBER, 1950
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labor. Since the supervisor takes an active part in determining the labor load for
different operating schedules, the plan has his approval. The man -hour schedule which we use, showing work schedules at different operating levels as in
Exhibit 3, serves the supervisor well. It tells him what to do under varying
conditions if he is to keep payroll outlay in line with what ought to be spent for
labor.
The illustrative data used in the foregoing exhibit applies to a section of our
processing, in this case the vertical presses of the long -cut section of the manufacturing department. This portion of operation is also reflected in the following outline which covers the procedures on which the illustration is built:
Setting the standards:
a. Method studies to determine the best
working conditions for doing the job.
b. Determination of standard of accomplishment in hours per pound for each
of the production groupings.
(I ) Weight of semolina used in
pounds, properly weighted for
waste allowance, also in pounds.
c. Calculation of standard allowable
hours for good produced.

( I ) Production in pounds of semolina
multiplied by hours per pound to
equal standard production hours.
(2) Standard production hours multiplied by ratio factor for schedule
under which section is operating,
to equal standard allowable
hours.
2. Incorporation of the date into the man hour schedule as exemplified.

For the foregoing standard production hours and for supervision purposes, it
is necessary to know the labor required for the performance of each operation.
This information, together with the supplies and instructions necessary for the
performance of the operation within the standard time set, is incorporated in an
Operation Standard Rate and Instruction Sheet illustrated in Exhibit 4. In addition to furnishing the worker and /or group leader with instructions as to how
the job is to be done and the amount of expected production, it serves as a
medium for planning and production control. Because it describes the best
method in use when the standard times are set, the instruction sheet is of value
to management and the cost control supervisor. In particular, supervisors may
use it both as a planning medium and to compare what has been done with what
should have been done.
Time and Production Reports Form Bases for Comparison
Associated with planning are the results to be expected from that plan. Standards of accomplishment are the natural basis for comparison. It is important
to have an individual standard rate for each operating schedule, so that the employee will not be penalized or favored due to conditions beyond his control.
The objective here is to accumulate statistics which show the worker and the
190
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OPERATION STANDARD RATE AND INSTRUCTION SHEET
Package Department
I. Description of Operation:

Weighing and packing ABC Spaghetti
product- 20 -1 -Ib. packages per case.

2. Operation No. 10
3. Cost Center .................. 1 -16. Pkg.
4. Specifications:
a. Brand ............... ............................... ................. ABC
b. Kind .................. ............................... .................Spaghetti
c. Unit .................... ............................... .................I case
d. Weight per unit ............................. .................20 lbs. (20 x I -lb. pkgs.)
Size or No.
Quantity
5. Supplies:
I
Cases ...................... ............................... ............. A- 11/2 Ptd.
Cartons ..
_ ..... ............................... ................. No. I Sq.
20
Wrapper
Shells
Paper
Card Board — Liners ............................. ................ 9" x 7„
2
Cellophane Bags
Cello Window Bags
Cello Sheets
Cases Labels
PFd.
Caution Slips .......... ..................................................
b. Machine Statistics:
a. Machine No. 3
b. Speed ................ 75 cartons per minute
7. Personnel Required:
a. Group Leader ......... ,..__ . ............................
b. Machine Operators ... .... ...............................
c. Stockers ............................... ............................... 0.5
d. Weighers ............................. ............................... 8
e. Closers
f. Packers ................................. ............................... 2
g. Case Sealers
Total ................................. ............................... 12.5
8. Production Standards:
a. Units per hour ........................ ............................187
b. Std. Rate Per Unit ........... ............................... 0.067 (Man Hrs.)
NOTE: Data used in this and all other illustrations is not in agreement with actual
practice.
EXHIBIT 4

supervisor how well the job has been done. This information for a section of
the manufacturing department is shown on the Time and Production Report,
Exhibit 5. This illustration applies where semolina and water are controlled by
presses operating as a complete section rather than as a basis for individual
measurement.
A second illustration, Daily Time and Production Report, Exhibit 6, applies
OCTOBER,
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L . Cut Section

Week Ending:

V. Pre ss

10 -15 -49

-

Cos t Cen te r:

REPORT

TI M E A N D PR O D U C TIO N

Jo b Cl as si fi ca ti on

M i xe r M e n
M i xe r H e l p e r s
Kn ea de r Me n
Kne ad er H el pe rs
Sprea ders
Ma ca r on i H an g er s
Scr ap M en
E l e va t o r M e n
TO TA L S

Mon.
Me n H r s .
1
1
6
5
12
2
1
2

10.0
9.0
54 .0
21 .0
108.0
18.0
9.0
14.0
t243, 0

30

Tues.
Men Hrs .
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Men H r s .

Th u r s .
Men Hrs .

Fri.
Men H r s .

To ta l
Hrs .

I
1
6
5
12
2
1
2
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54.0
21 .0
108.0
16.0
9.0
14.0

1
1
6
5
12
2
1
2
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9.0
54.0
21.0
108.0
r8 .0
9.0
14.0

I
1
6
5
12
2
1
2
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9.0
54.0
20 .0
108.0
18.0
9. 0
14.0

I
1
6
5
12
2
1
2

10.0
9.0
54.0
21.0
108.0
18.0
9.0
14.0

50.0
45 . 0
270.0
104.0
540.0
90 . 0
45 . 0
70.0

30

243. 0

30

243.0

1

242..0

30

243.0

1214.0

30

Th u r s .

Gro up 1 L b s .
Prod. H r s .

4200
13.86

3400
11.22

7800
25.74

9400
31.02

3200
10.56

Gro up 2 L b s
Prod. H r s .

36200
90. 50

41000
102.50

33800
84. 50

31700
79. 25

41500
103.75

Gr ou p 3 L b s .
Pro d. Hr s .

2100
10.50

2100
10.50

2100
10.50

2100
10.50

2200
11.00

53.00

114.86

1Z4.22

120.74

120.77

125.31

605.90

2. 25
258.43
243.00

2. 25
279.50
243.00

2. 25
271 .66
243.00

2. 25
271.73
242.00

2. 25
281.95
243.00

1363.27
1214.00

Lbs.
Prod. Hr s .

%

Fac tor
Std. H r s . Al l ow .
Ac tual Hrs .
Mak e -U p Hr s.
Bo nu s H rs .
Bonus

Note:

11.43
4. 7 1

36.50
15.OZ

28. 66
11.79

29. 73
12.28

To t a l

92. 40

460 .50

-

TO TA L

Fri.

-

Wed.

-

Tues.

-

Mo n.

-

Pr od u ct i on U n it s

38.95
15.98

149.27
12.30

Each Day St ands On Its Ow n M er i t s F o r W age Paym ent Purpos es

EXHIBIT 5

to production in the packaging department. It is designed to measure production as it occurs for each machine and piece -work group. This form is handled
in the following manner:
Production results and times are recorded
by the group leader.
a. On the front of the form the elapsed
time for each product run is recorded
by drawing a line across the column
headed, "Hours ", at the proper point
in the clock chart.
b. Indicated in the column headed,
"Team ", is the number of persons in
the team or crew.
c. Total man -hours for the run are cal192

culated and entered in the column
headed, "Production Cost -Man Hours."
( I ) The total of this column indicates
the man -hours charged to the
machine for the day and will be
the same as the total of the
clock hours of the employees
listed on the reverse side of the
form ( not illustrated).
d. Standard hours of work earned are
obtained by:
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

( I ) Entering in the "R ate" column
the standard hour rate per case
for the product indicated.
(2) Mul tiplyi ng rate by number of
cases packed.

(3) Entering resulting standard hours
in the column headed "Earned
Each."
(a) Total of column indicates
the standard man -hours produced by the machine for
the day.

DAWN
DA. L

_

3

TIME

3. A chart of the standard man -hours per
case for the various products and machines serves as a basis for comparison
(not illustrated).
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2. Daily production time reports serve as a
basis for posting to a packing department summary sheet (not illustrated).
This serves as comparative record showing relationship between standard hours
and actual hours by the day or by machines.
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EXHIBIT 6

The Burning Question: Was Control Achieved?
Information as to how well the job has been done is of intense interest to the
supervisor. However, the facts to which the information relates must be alive
and fresh in his mind. I believe that it is more important to give the supervisor
the comparative picture the next day, as it relates to production statistics, than
it is to wait until the cost department has had the time to break down the figures
showing the causes for variation. This is so because the supervisor is interested
first of all in whether or not control has been achieved.
Among our illustrations the operation standard rate and instruction sheet
tells him how the job is to be done and the results expected. The production
time report shows the effectiveness of the operations of the previous day. A
cost - minded foreman knows the reason for the deviation before the report is
issued. What he does not know is the amount by which he has bettered or
O C T O B E R , 195o
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missed the mark (standard). This information he can get from the daily
production time report.
Important, too, is the need for revising both the standard and the data
sheet as soon as a method has changed or the standard has been found incorrect. Data to be helpful to the supervisor must be related to the best practice
available at the time the comparison is made. Also, in addition to the day -today approach implicit in supplying the supervisor with pertinent cost control
information, it is essential, as has been indicated earlier, that reports be issued
periodically to show the location and causes for variation from standard. This
kind of information is essential to the effective placement of responsibility and
enables supervision to concentrate corrective efforts at essential points.
The Supervisors Control Labor Costs
In brief, labor cost control involves a written plan. It may be written in
several parts, as job evaluation procedures, standard production rates, and
recording techniques, and means of putting the plan into action to accomplish
the desired result. It is the supervisor who is responsible for the efficient use
of the worker's time and it is he who must know what steps to take as the
conditions change. If he is asked to contribute his thinking to the plan, it will
have his endorsement and will serve as an incentive for further cost reduction
planning.
How well he has "controlled" can best be determined by comparison. Results can be plotted against standards of fulfillment and, if the statistics are
ready for the supervisor's perusal the next day, he has a basis for intelligent
action. How far the data need be broken down, is best determined by
experience.
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Control of Expenditures for Plant Additions and
Improvements
by WESLEY L. BATE, JR.
Accountant, John Deere Des Moines Works, Deere Manufacturing Company, Des Moines, Iowa

do
L much of their ownfrequently
construction
AR G E

COMPANIES

work in connection with rehabilitation
of or additions and improvements to
existing plant property. The scope of
this work ranges from the installation
of machines, furnaces and conveyors
to the reconstruction of and additions
to buildings themselves. It includes
revisions to electrical, water, steam,
compressed air and gas distribution
systems. These projects require large
expenditures for labor, materials, and
other services. Description of a method
of accounting for and controlling
these expenditures is the purpose of
this article. This description starts
with presentation of the system of
allocation of funds for expenditures on
plant property, includes the maintenance of records for status of the work
and related reports, and carries through
to the point at which completed items
are closed to the property records.
Authorisations

A single controlling account is kept
in the general ledger for all expendiOCTOBER,
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tures for additions to or improvement
of plant property during each fiscal
year and the total is substantiated by
formal Appropriations for Expenditures
abbreviated to A.F.E. here as a matter
of convenience. No charges are made
to property and equipment accounts
without passing through the account
in which these are collected. The
A.F.E. is a vehicle to provide a definite, controllable method of accounting for outlays chargeable to capital
accounts and as extraordinary maintenance expense. Like proposed capital
items, charges to extraordinary maintenance are carefully considered. These
include repairs or construction made
necessary as a result of fire, flood,
windstorm, or the major rearrangement of a department in the shop.
The A.F.E. form is used in requesting all appropriations, including
blanket appropriations written to cover
the estimated cost of a large project
when it is not practical to have complete detailed plans. As these details
are completed, A.F.E.'s are written
19 5

and assigned against the blanket appropriation.
A.F.E.'s for amounts of $ 1 ,0 0 0 or
less are approved by the factory manager and then sent to the company
engineering department for review and
recording. A.F.E.'s for amounts in
excess of $ 1 ,0 0 0 but not over $5,000
are first sent to the company engineering department for review and then
to the vice president for his approval.
If the amount involved exceeds $5,0 0 0 , the request will be presented to
the appropriation committee, unless it
covers a new building or an estimated
cost of $100,000 or more, in which
case the request is sent to the board
of directors at its next regular meeting.
Ten Copies of the A. F. E.

The factory prepares ten copies of
the A.F.E. when it is written. The
original and eight copies are sent to
the offices of the company for proc
essing and the last copy remains in
the factory accounting department.
Three copies of the approved A.F.E.
are held at the controller's office, engineering department, and insurance
department respectively and the original and five copies are returned to
the factory and distributed to the accounting department (original), factory manager, factory superintendent,
mechanical supervisor, master mechanic, and the purchasing agent.
All A.F.E.'s are numbered serially
(sub- numbers are used for individual
-appropriations under blanket appro196

priations and sub - letters for additions
to regular appropriations), and set
forth the following information concerning each expenditure for which
authority is asked:
I. Description.
2. Cost.
3. Reason for expenditure, such as:
a. To effect cost reduction.
b. To improve qualify of product.
c. To carry out design changes.
d. To manufacture new products.
e. To increase production capacity.
4. Description, machine number, A. F. E.
number, and disposition of the item to
be replaced if any.
5. Accounting treatment (account to be
charged inserted by works audifor).
b. Engineering project number if work is a
joint project of the company engineering
department and the plant.
Ledger Records

A subsidiary ledger sheet is kept
for each approved A.F.E. and the
costs are accumulated under it. Expenditures made for expense items are
closed out monthly to operating expense accounts. The balance in the
controlling account will then represent
the amounts spent on A.F.E.'s chargeable to property accounts.
"Joint" Projects

All major projects are termed joint
projects because they are conducted
with the co- operation of the general
office of the company and are analyzed
and studied by the company engineering department. A project number
is assigned to each joint project. The
company engineering department is
divided into several main divisions,
such as architectural, power, mechaniN. A. C. A. BULLETIN

cal, etc. It sends to the testing and
research laboratory for consideration
such appropriation requests as are
within the field of the latter. The
factory engineering departments cooperate with the company engineering
divisions and laboratory to prepare
detailed drawings, bill of materials,
and cost estimates for joint projects.
In these cases the company engineering divisions issue purchase requisitions for materials and work to be
done by contractors. A record of contracts and purchase orders is maintained by the company engineering
department as an aid to approving
bills chargeable to each project and
checking materials going into construction schedules. Purchase orders are
also written by the company covering
the material and factory labor to be
supplied by the factory.
The factory issues its own purchase
orders for the items for which it is
made responsible, draws material from
stores, and uses labor as provided in
the general company purchase order.
The related amounts are then applied
against the company order to obtain
the remainder amount to be spent by
the factory for each item or phase of
work. However, no work is done by
the factory until the proper authority
is delegated and details laid out
through the extensive use of a plant
work order system. Each phase of all
work done by the factory service departments (plumbing, electrical, buildOCTOBER,
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ings and grounds, general labor pool,
power house) is covered by a work
order.
Work Order Procedure

The factory work order system in
our plant is controlled and administered by the budget department. Work
orders are bound into books of fifty
and numbered serially in triplicate.
The budget department assigns a series
of work orders to the factory engineering department. The factory engineering department issues work
orders in this series together with
drawings and specifications for each
type of work to be done, to the various service departments. A copy of
each work order goes to the budget
department and one copy remains in
the bound book held by the originator
of the order. Upon completion of the
work to be done on an order, the
foreman in charge of the phase of
work in question makes a signed notation on the original and returns it to
the originator.
Each work order written contains
a detailed description of the work to
be done, date required, date of writing, who is to do the work, A.F.E.
number to be charged, company purchase order numbers, if any, and miscellaneous other pertinent information.
The work order number and account
or A.F.E. number are made known
to the men working on the project.
Every workman keeps a daily time
ticket which provides a record of his
197

activities for the day. The work order
number and account number are entered on each time ticket along with
a brief description of the work. These
daily time tickets are checked by a
departmental clerk and then forwarded to the budget and payroll
departments.
Material and Labor

A job cost sheet is kept for each
work order on which a cost is to be
obtained (all jobs for construction as
provided by A.F.E. or for extraordinary maintenance) . The budget and
payroll departments accumulate the
labor costs by departments and by
work order number. A breakdown of
this labor is furnished to the accounting department on a weekly basis and
is posted to the individual A.F.E.
ledger sheets.
Material issued from stores is also
charged against the work order, a
shop material requisition form being
the original source of entry. Since
units of the plant are rather far apart,
it was found impractical to requisition
materials and supplies from one centrally located storeroom. A separate
storeroom for electrical, plumbing, and
other building materials was established in the same building which
houses the maintenance and service
departments. For regular operations
the foremen of these departments
purchase supplies which will serve
their needs in the immediate future.
These supplies are charged direct to
298

the factory operating accounts when
purchased. However, if material is
chargeable to a different account or department, a pink requisition form is
used to signal the changed accounting
and/or departmental distribution. Pink
requisition forms are credits to the
expense accounts on which the material was purchased and charged to
other accounts, most often to work
orders under A.F.E.'s. A white requisition form is used to draw material
from stores inventory accounts.
Both types of forms are sent to the
purchasing department for pricing
and then to the accounting department
for extension and distribution. The
distribution is made by department,
account, or A.F.E. number. The requisitions are then sent to the budget
department and charged to the work
orders applicable. A weekly summary
of shop requisitions is made and
posted to the proper accounts or
A.F.E. distribution ledger sheets.
Material purchased for a particular
job is charged to the A.F.E. on the
purchase requisition and hence on the
purchase order also. Storekeepers and
receiving clerks are given copies of
all purchase orders and check materials against these when received. They
expedite the materials to the proper
job sites and send copies of receiving
reports to the purchasing department
and to the engineering department.
The receiving records contain information regarding bills of lading and
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

freight bill numbers so that freight
charges can be applied against the
proper A.F.E. number. These charges
for material and freight are posted
directly to the A.F.E. ledger sheets
when the invoices are paid.
Commitment Record

Copies of all purchase orders applicable to the plant, written either
by the company or the factory, are
routed through the accounting department. Those pertaining to A.F.E.'s
are entered in chronological order on
a form called purchase commitment
record which provides columns for recording the requisition number, date,
purchase order number, brief description, amount of purchase order,
amount actually paid, and estimated
freight or handling charges. A sheet
is kept for each A.F.E. account. Hence,
a comparison with the A.F.E. ledger
sheets readily discloses the unpaid
purchase orders which are reported as
commitments on the monthly financial
statements.
Reports Issued

Several reports to management
evolve from the information accumulated on the records which have
been described. The most important
of these is the statement of appropriations for expenditure, listing the incompleted A.F.E. accounts carried in
the distribution ledger. It provides
full detail of the operating and commitment status of each one. This
statement is prepared monthly and
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gives management an accurate picture
of the progress being made in the
construction or purchase of property.
The total charges shown on any A.F.E.
agree with the total shown for it in
the statement of appropriations for
expenditure. As mentioned before, all
so- called joint projects are given a
project number by the company engineering department. A.F.E.'s showing
project numbers are reported on a
special analysis form which gives a
detailed breakdown of the transactions
for each month. These forms are sent
to the company general of ice and the
factory engineering department.
Another report is prepared weekly
to provide the factory manager and
factory engineering departments with
an up -to -date account of transactions
affecting A.P.E. jobs which are under
their immediate supervision and control. This report is prepared jointly
by the budget and accounting departments and sets forth detailed information concerning charges to A.F.E.'s
through the work order medium. Costs
and status are shown for each work
order. The use of these internal reports have proven quite satisfactory
in the control of expenditures for additions and improvements to plant
property. Occasionally it is found
necessary to make slight variations.
The A.F.E. ledger sheets are studied
and the charges accumulated thereon
are closed out to the property accounts
at the end of the fiscal year.
f
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Basic Property Records for Machine Tools and Motors
by THOMAS E. EAGAN
Plant Accountant, DeLavol Separator Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

manufacturing enterone of the largest capital
expenditures is for machine tools and
motors. Adequate and serviceable records must be initiated and maintained
so that the detail involved is well controlled.

Iprise,
N

A

MODERN

Purchased Machines

The need of a machine tool or motor
is determined in our company by the
plant layout and engineering department. When it finds that a department is in need of a machine, either
for special work or to replace old
equipment, a requisition is made and
the estimated cost shown. The amount
is approved by management and the
requisition finds its way through
channels to a purchase order or a
special plant order used when a shop made machine is built. There is also
issued from the plant layout and engineering department at the same time
as the purchase requisition, a plant
order to cover installation of the new
machine. This card is known as "Construction Order Card," Exhibit 1 , and
contains a cost estimate which must
be approved by management. This
card, which has several other uses
noted further on, provides for record
of installation costs.
For each purchase, the plant ac200

countant activates a Plant Purchase
Card, Exhibit 2. On receipt of the
machine from the vendor, he enters
the receiving slip on the card. He also
assigns a plant serial number to the
machine and records this in a plant
serial number book, together with machine description, manufacturer's serial
number, requisition number, department where it is to be located, and the
date the serial number plate is given
to the machinery maintenance department to be attached to the machine.
The serial number plate is a cast iron
or brass plate about 3 inches long and
1 1/ 2 inches wide. The plate is attached
to the machine for its full life in the
plant.
On completion of the installation,
the purchase cost (less cash and trade
discounts), the transportation cost,
and the installation cost, are charged
into the machinery account on the
books. At this point the Machine Tool
and Motor 'Record, Exhibit 3, and
a machine tool record card are each
made in duplicate. (A similar sheet
and card, for the plant accountant's
records only, are made for the motor
if it is over one horsepower.)
The original sheet and card complete the accounting department's records for the item and the duplicates
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 1

are sent to the factory layout and engineering department for their files
and reference. The accounting department's machine tool and motor record
sheet is filed in a post binder by department and machine (or motor)
plant serial number. The machine
tool record card is filed by plant serial
number.

Together these two filings

constitute a cross index. The post
binder sheet file is available for inOCT OBE R , 1950

formation on machines or motors by
department and the card file may be
referred to for any necessary information required by plant serial number.
Machines Made in the Shop
When a machine is needed which
cannot be had commercially, it may
be made on company facilities. The
plant layout and engineering department issues an equipment requisition
describing the machine to be made and
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stating estimated cost. As before this
amount must be approved by manage-

of the machine are charged to this
shop number. (A special series of shop
orders may be used for any plant work

ment. From the equipment requisition,
a construction order card, already ex-

which may include new buildings,
major repairs to buildings, new shop
fixtures, wiring, piping, etc. as well as

emplified in Exhibit 1 and mentioned
in connection with installation work
on purchased machines, is made and
sent to the plant accountant. It bears

new machine tools, major repairs to
machine tools, and installation of

a shop order number. All labor and
material applicable to the manufacture

machines.)
The plant accountant now assigns a
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EXHIBIT 2

serial number to the machine under
construction and forwards the plate to
the machinery maintenance department
where it is attached to the machine.
When the machine is completed and
installed in its proper location, the
plant accountant collects all cost (including a share of overhead of the
departments involved in its manufacture) and distributes the cost to the
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machinery account in the same manner
as with the purchased machine, setting
up the same records.
Addition to Machine Tools
If an addition or major replacement
job is needed on a machine, the plant
layout and engineering department
issues a requisition for a construction
order, a still further application of
Exhibit 2, stating the work to be
N. A. C.
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done, the plant serial number of the
machine, and the cost estimate. Upon
completion of this order, the plant
accountant distributes the cost to the
machinery account and, at the same
time, revises the machine tool and

motor record sheet and machine tool
record card by showing the additional
capital charges.
The cost estimates on the orders
for the installation of a machine tool,
the building of a shop -made machine,

MACHINE TOOL AND MOTOR RECORD
DESCRIPTION

MACHINE OR MOTOR NO. 6012
Location
Dept. 11 - Machine Shop

N❑mr❑Perfect Heavy Duty Lathe

Transferred to Dept.
NO

22" x 48"

NAMa

7

Special Machine Department

DATe

8 -17 -49

X76815

Serial No.
Shop Order No.

—

Purchase Order No.

78115

Ins tallat io n Orde r No.

66807

Vendor's Name

Da te Dis tribut ed

Perfect Machine Co., Inc.

Machine ry Acco unt

7 -31 -47
7, 86 0 o o

Cost

L a t he s

Transportation Charges

158 18

Installation Cost

387 50

ADDITIONS
DArc

UND ER

NO.

ue5 [atr r i o�

I

T O TA L O R I G I N A L C O S T

8,405 68

t -18-48

66988

Install compound circulating system

318 00

8 -29-49

628 30

Thread tritting attachment

287 0 0

EXHIBIT 3

or the installation of an addition or
replacement, are reviewed at the close
of each order by the plant accountant
who investigates any large discrepancies, noting that the charges are correct and charged to the correct order.
The cause of any discrepancy is noted
on the face of the construction order
card for future reference.
Transfers and Disposals

A machine tool in place in the plant,
although a permanent installation, may
nevertheless be moved several times
O C T O B E R , 19 5 0

from one production department to
another or even to a service department. The machine tool and motor
record books must be kept up to date
in this respect at all times. The service departments facilitate the work of
the plant accountant along these lines
by notifying him of any movement of
machines and motors from the department to which they are assigned. Operating control of these changes lies
with the plant layout and engineering
department through recommendation,
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A motor is generally moved only
with the additional approval of management, that machines be moved, dis- when the machine to which it is attached is moved or if it becomes decarded, or sold.
As with acquisitions, this depart- fective. When the electrical maintenment issues a requisition for a plant ance department moves a motor, a
order — again Exhibit 1 shows the memo showing the plant serial numorder form —for the movement or dis- ber, manufacturer's name and serial
posal of a machine. This order is sent number, horse -power rating, and the
to the plant accountant who, after the movement of the motor is sent to plant
moving is done, checks the machine by accountant, who then checks the change
serial number in its new location, physically and revises the machine and
which may be the salvage department motor record books. As with machines,
if the transfer is for disposal.
when a motor is discarded, the plant
The moving costs are charged to accountant receives the serial number
the expense of the department into plate (motors rated one horse -power
which the machine was moved. This or over, as previously noted) and reis done in all cases except for removal moves the motor from the records in
to the salvage department. Then the the same method as he does with
charges are made to the expense of machines.
the department where the machine
A manufacturer's serial number card
file
is maintained on motors. It is
has been in use. In cases in which
a machine is sent to the salvage de- changed to reflect the movement or
partment for disposal, the plant ac- disposition of the motor. The file is
countant subsequently receives the se- used to find the plant serial number of
rial number plate as evidence of re- the motor in case the serial number
plate becomes detached and lost.
moval from service.
After the movement or disposal is Advantages of the Procedures
complete, the plant accountant changes
It will be apparent that this presenhis machine records and notifies the
tation has been limited to procedures
plant layout and engineering departthrough which the property records
ment that the change has been made.
may reflect close physical control of
If the machine is discarded or sold,
machines and motors and their inthe machine tool and motor record stalled or transferred costs. Many other
sheet and the machine tool record elements also go to make up a comcard are removed from the active files plete property accounting system. For
and the disposition of the machine instance, the machine records shown
noted across the face. They are then here do not include provision for debackfiled.
preciation calculations. These are
204
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handled on a group basis and would
form a subject for another presentation. However, certain collateral advantages may be attributed to the records and procedures described.
The machine tool records and the
plant serial numbers assigned to the
machines become valuable for reporting the repair and maintenance of
machinery and motors (and prorating
the forecast group depreciation on machinery and motors by department) .
Moreover, using the motor records, the
horse -power in each department can
be obtained and used with the wattage
of the lighting facilities as a basis for
distributing electric power expense
without the employment of meters.
Also the records show location and
machine history helpful in insurance
settlements.
Control Conditional on Care

When a machine is purchased or
made and a plant serial number assigned, the foreman of the department

in which the machine was installed is
responsible for it. If the machine was
moved and a plant order is overlooked,
the foreman notifies the plant accountant of the movement and the new location. The foreman should always
be able to locate a machine assigned to
his department. In the case of small
machine tools, the foreman should, if
the machines are portable, keep them
in the tool crib and issue them only
on •a loan ticket, using the plant serial
number as identification.
The practice of the plant accountant
in actually checking the plant serial
number plates when they are first attached to the machine tool or motor
cannot be overstressed. The whole
system of control is based on the plant
serial number. The charges against
the number and the movement of the
machines or motors all tie in with
the plant accountant's records. If the
plate is attached to the wrong piece
of equipment, the system is to that
extent valueless.

Setting Up a Salvage Stores Department
by PERRY L. KIMMELL
Corporate Staff, Marathon Corporation, Menasha, Wisconsin

is to
T discuss avenues of realizing value,

eration will be limited to salvage originating from the following sources:

primarily in further use, from categories of items not always adequately
controlled for this purpose. Consid-

I. Machinery and equipment declared idle.
2. Maintenance parts, such as valves, gears,
etc.
3. Over- ordered parts on construction pro.
jects.

HE INTENT OF THIS PAPER
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Tag
number

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

FIXED ASSETS REMOVAL OR TRANSFER
Authorization Transfer (Check One)
Authorization
Present Location
To Another department
To Another plant
Number
............
To Storage
Sell as going equipment Date
Plant
................
Sell as scrap
To Salvage stores
Dept . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . . . . Designate
.

Plant Request
Number
............
Work Order
Number
Serial
number

Description

Account
number

.. . .. . . .. . Cost
. . . .. . .. . . Selling
.. . .. . .price
.. . ..or
. . .. . .. .Engineering
.

Year
acquired

Department
check list

depreciated value

&

—

Ball
Roller
Rubber
Rolls. shel. knurled
Shafts
Gears spur
Pulleys
Sprockets
Chain
Pillow blocks
Motor
Starter
Speed reducer
Bevel gears
Mitre gears
Helical gears
Worm worm wheel
Oiling system
Sole plates
Elec. eye
Tank
Pipe
Pipefittings
Pipe coils
Bearings

Est. Cost to recon.
Est. Salvage cost
Est. Salvage value
Est. Market value
Est. Scrap value
Approvals
Engineering Dept.

Title

..Title........................

Completed
Date Job No.

Initial

$

Summary

Remarks

Is Opportunity Being Overlooked?

1. Idle equipment includes:
a. Equipment which has become obsolete, either through a modernization
program or discontinuance of the
sale of the product manufactured on
the machine. It is not currently used
nor is it expected to be used for the
purpose for which it was originally
purchased or manufactured.

Concern with high maintenance
costs does not always extend to interest
in recoverable value from units of
equipment when they appear to have
served their purposes. Recoveries of
b. Excess equipment made idle either
this kind truly offset costs but do not
through over expansion or curtailment
get ready recognition. In the first place,
of production and not intended to be
used during the budget period. It
the idea of control to utilize residual
has been taken out of service and
values encounters the initial impression
disconnected.
c. Equipment purchased new or in used
that the expense will certainly exceed
condition and not intended to be
any amounts received from sale of
used during the current budget period, due to changes in plans.
"that junk." However, impressions
of this sort can hardly start up against
Standby equipment is of no concern
statistics reporting that salvage or re- for the purpose of this paper. It is
coverable value of equipment retired idle machinery which presents the
has averaged over 40 per cent of problem of classification (or not) as
cost in some cases.
salvage. When a machine has been deNot all companies can hope to at- clared idle, management may be hesitain any such rate of recovery of value tant to recommend the course to take
from salvageable items, because of the with respect to it until certain facts
peculiarities of their manufacturing have been furnished. In connection
conditions. However, in weighing a with assembling the necessary facts for
proposed controlled salvage program, these and other removals of equipit must be considered that there are
ment, our central plant engineering
costs attached to the failure to underdepartment developed procedures retake such a program. These costs inlated to preparation of a recommendaclude taxes, insurance, and warehouse
tion to management. Some of the despace costs related to inactive items.
tail required is shown on Exhibit 1 .
The Problem Is in Idle Equipment
Serviceable to authorize transfers of
The salvage effort must not be en- facilities between departments, the
tered upon blindly. It is necessary to
form is used also as authorization for
distinguish between stand -by and idle
other dispositions. Prepared for this
machinery.
purpose, it will provide and support a
I. Stand -by equipment can be defined as
recommendation that the item in quesinactive equipment set up and in operating condition, readily available to be
tion be accorded one of the following
used in case of breakdown of other
equipment, machine changes, or other
emergency purposes.
OCTOBER, 1950

dispositions:
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I. To storage.
2. To salvage stores.
3. To another plant (if multiple plant
operation).
4. To be sold as going equipment.
5. To be sold as scrap.
Characteristics of Salvage Stores

Our interest is in a recommendation
that the item be sent to salvage stores.
Only if such stores are formally set up
and separated from operating stores
can salvage be controlled. There are
special problems peculiar to salvage.
Some of these are as follows:
I. The supervisor of the salvage stores must
have a company -wide experience and
must be familiar with potential use of
parts, either on present plant equipment
or for contemplated additions of equipment.
2. The physical storage of parts in salvage
stores requires capacities different from
operating stores.
3. Accumulation of values for perpetual in.
ventory records of salvage stores originate from sources independent of those
for operating stores. The amounts in
question, all related to decisions which
must be made, are the following:
a. Estimated salvage value.
b. Reconditioning costs.
c. Dismantling costs.
Charges to Salvage Stores

A fair value for the units to be
classified as salvage should be estimated and this value plus the dismantling, reconditioning, and handling
costs as incurred should be charged to
a salvage stores account. Perpetual inventory cards can be maintained to
provide all detailed controls and a
basis for pricing charge -outs as items
are used.
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So far discussion has dealt with
salvageable equipment. The control of
reconditioned maintenance parts and
excess parts from construction projects
presents similar problems. Maintenance parts which have been replaced
should be turned in to the salvage
stores supervisor to determine whether
they are to be taken in to such stores
or sold as scrap. They should not be
taken into salvage stores if reconditioning costs are in excess of market
value. As with equipment, all costs of
reconditioning are accumulated and
controlled by the use of perpetual inventory cards. The salvage supervisor
is in a position to determine what
excess parts from construction projects
should be taken into salvage stores
and what parts should be sold. In
either case, the construction appropriation should be credited with the
amount of the excess material.
The Facts First

The recognition, segregation, and
systematic operation of salvage stores
under controlled conditions and alert
supervision may provide a reservoir
of items of use to the company and
will, at least, make it relatively certain
that adequate consideration is given to
getting the most out of company expenditures. A random "the expense
will certainly exceed any value realized," is too often a quick decision
without the facts.
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THE

COST

SMALL BUSINESS AND
SMALLER DOLLARS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:

-im-

TH E INCISIVE EXPRESSIONS OF contributors to the Bulletin during the past several years, among them E. Stewart Freeman and William Blackie, on the all
portant subject of realistic reporting of
income, particularly with reference to
changes in conventional depreciation techniques, have gone far in turning accounting
thought down the right paths. Certainly an
increasing number of financial and accounting officers of our large national enterprises
now recognize that conventional depreciation on a cost basis utterly fails to make
provision for the retirement and replacement of ca pital assets when their costs soar
in current dollars. This is true especially
of the straight -line depreciation method followed by an overwhelming majority of companies. The situation is further accentuated
if a major part of the productive facilities
of a business was acquired on a much lower
dollar cost plateau.
Aggravation of the difficulty is forecast
by a probable upward trend of the corporate tax rate, already so high a s to mak e
the situation critical in many individual instances. This mak es it likely that still more
of the current dollars needed to preserve
capita l will be paid out as ta xes on profits.
Full consideration of the entire problem
should include some discussion of the
plight of the small and medium -size businesses, which face the same difficulty,
though in lesser degree perhaps, than concerns of national prominence. Not much
detailed information on the smaller com-
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pany is available, but many face the same
problem, I feel sure, as does the business
whose story follows. This company, a
medium -sized manufacturing establishment,
completed installation last year of productive facilities enlarging its output some
sixty per cent. The dollar cost of this expansion was more than the cost of its entire
recorded plant acquisition from the beginning, including all assets now fully depreciated and removed from the books but still
in use, or t h o s e sold or abandoned.
The company has now awakened with a
start to the realization that historical depreciation on its old facilities, daily becoming more obsolete, is a marked understatement of what it should be if the business is
to save enough from the tax collector and
the dividend needs of stockholders to replace and renew the pre- expansion facilities to match the effectiveness of the new
plant. Of course, it also faces a problem
in retiring the heavy debt it incurred to install its new facilities. It must save that
money, come what may, from its dollar
profits. In the meantime its expanded operations, coupled with higher u nit costs for
everything it uses from labor to office supplies, are requiring about three times as
much working capital dollars as formerly.
Moreover, it did not seek the benefits of the
"lifo" inventory valuation basis and last
year paid taxes representing "profits" on its
doubled -in -price inventory.
So, when the management looks at the
company's conventional accounting dollar
profits, they seem excellent compared with,
say, the best yea r u nder World War lI excess profits taxes. None the less, the com-
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pany finds itself facing trouble in lack of
operating funds, should it be unable to fend
off stockholders who a re seeking the return
to which they feel entitled out of such a
fine showing in operating profits computed
in the conventiona l way.
It is no wonder tha t there is some dou bt
tha t the ca se is worth the effort. Wou ld it
not be mu ch ea sier to sell out to some na tional operators, let the stockholders of long
standing take long -term gains on the long
profits they would ha ve on the sale of their
stock, and leave the solution of the problem to someone else? Such a development
can easily happen. It happened in many
similar cases. It is going to continue to
happen, to the detriment of the American
enterprise system. T A industry and much
of the prosperity of this nation were
founded upon the small enterprise, typically
begun as a one -man or family business and
expanded to a medium -size through the
years.
While it ma y be an exaggeration on the
broad picture, to point to failure to compute depreciation on replacement cost or
failu re to use "lifo," as reasons for voluntary winding up of American small business, it is undoubtedly true that many
smaller companies find themselves in pressing difficulties due to overstatement of real
profits under our present accounting rules.
It does no service now to point out that
they should have rea lized wha t cou ld ha ppen to them in an economic sense, under
the gu idance of figures based upon a "combination of recorded facts" stated in accordance with "accounting conventions." The
small and medium -sized businesses are now
particularly in need of retaining earnings,
economic earnings, to pull them through
periods of rebuilding. Accounting has a
duty to make changes in reporting techniques which will aid them in doing that.
CLAIBORNE H. JOHNSON, Dallas Chapter
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RETURN TO PERMANENT CLOCK
NUMBERS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
W E H A V E R E C E N T L Y R E T U R N E D to what
was probably the original method of assigning clock numbers to employees, that is,
the employee who was first hired received
the lowest number. Doubtless, the disad-

va ntage recognized in this pla n wa s that it
gave no indication of where an employee
was working and so, after a while, employees received department numbers. Now,
on the other hand, with the problems of
personnel control becoming much more
complex and the requirements of payroll
and personnel da ta more exacting, we ha ve
felt tha t a retu rn to a perma nent employee
clock number, based upon seniority, represents progressive thinking and, in the few
weeks of its operation, the method has in
fact proved its worth.
Our employees have been assigned clock
nu mbers on the basis of their hiring da tes.
These are their permanent numbers. Above
this perma nent nu mber on the clock card is
the department number. Inasmuch as a
large percenta ge of jobs in our plant are at
the same work level, tra nsferring from one
department to another presents a problem
of control. Instead of a new clock nu mber
to transferred employees, only the department number is cha nged. The pa yroll and
personnel folders containing deduction authorizations and other data are not affected.
Permanent numbers eliminate the hazards
of error in plant -wide seniority determination. As indicated they reduce the amount
of clerical effort required in transferring
employees to and from various departments.
Vacation payrolls were very difficult to assemble heretofore, as an employee might
have ha d five or six departmental numbers
during the year and his eligibility was
jeopardized through the possibility of missing one of the department numbers for a
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

period of time. Also it is now ea sy to report hours worked over a period of years
for compensation cases. In short, the employee is now under positive control in
every aspect of payroll and personnel work.
We did considerable pla nning in the installaton of our employee permanent clock
number system. First we checked our
records in the assigning of numbers very
carefully, making certain no discrepancies
existed. Our next step was to inform our
supervision of the contemplated program
and to make certain that they understood
the revision thoroughly. The third step
was to give to each employee a notice showing his old nu mber and a ssigning his new
number. This notice was given on the Friday preceding the Monday on which the
plan was to go into effect. For the fourth
step, we posted notices throughout the
plant. Finally we prepared each timekeeper
to be ready to assist the employees if any
difficulty arose.
The day the plan went into effect was
like any other working day and there was
not the slightest confusion. Now a worker
really knows his own number, for it is his
as long a s he is employed in our pla nt.
R. W. SEILER, Buffalo Chapter

CONTROL OF PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
FOR SOCIAL SECURITY TAX

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
T H E R E I S A L W A Y S A H A Z A R D of over -deduction of f.o.a.b. tax when an employee
has earned near to the first $ 3,000 ($3,600
starting January 1, 1951), due to the fact
that the final deduction of the year is usually a "fractional" one.

How we cope with this requires a little
about our regular procedures. Our payroll
is prepared on machines which accomplish
the writing of the check, earnings record,
and payroll journal simultaneously, using
OCTOBER, 1950

the clock card which has been punched by
the employee as the information medium.
The clock card is prepared by the payroll
department for the employee on a n addressing machine. When the week is completed,
the cards are rated from the same information, as the addressing plate shows the employee's name, clock number, social security
number, hourly rate and exemptions claimed.
The card provides spaces to record hours
segregated to straight time, over -time, and
double time, spaces for totaling earnings,
f.o.a.b. tax, withholding tax, other deductions, and net pay.
The operator of the payroll machine is
not charged with the responsibility of any
calculations or controls, only a line audit
and, since the time cards are calculated independently of the earnings records, the
control of the amount of f.o.a.b. ta x to be
deducted may be handled in the following
manner:
The payroll machine operator and bookkeeping machine room supervisor test the
earnings records at an appropriate time
to determine those records showing earnings of $2,900 or tax of $44 already deducted. By a memo form which shows the
employee's clock number and the tax which
has been deducted, they inform the addressing machine operator to set the tab
on the addressing plate so as to ring
when the plate is used to rate the time
card and to so mark the time card with
a line across the f.o.a.b. space that fax
will not be deducted by the calculating
machine operator. The memo is initialed
by the addressing machine operator and
given to the calculating machine operator who then retains the memo until the
additional tax to accumulate the required
$45 is deducted in its exact amount. The
memo is then initialed by the calculating
machine operator and given to the machine room supervisor who rules through
the remaining lines on the earnings record as a further safeguard.
Of course, the cards of all subsequent
weeks are lined through by the addressing
machine operator and the calculating machine operator, not having an applying
memo, deducts no tax.
J. KIERNAN WHITE, Dallas Chapter
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ALTERNATIVES IN DESIGN ARE COST
ALTERNATIVES

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
REFRI GERA TION

EQ UIP M EN T

M A N UF A C -

is a highly competitive business and,
for a company to survive, the necessity of
obtaining low costs, attractiveness, and a
good quality product is apparent. Hence
it is desirable to control design for all
three purposes and eventually to realize reduced costs in purchased materials, fabrication labor, and field complaints. In this
direction, the following insta nce may be of
considerable interest to industrial accountants in ma ny ma nufa cturing lines.
A case study of advance design was recently made by the cost department to ascertain whether or not a desired increase of
one cu bic foot of stora ge spa ce in a refrigerator should be achieved by adding to
height, width, or depth. All parts affected
were costed for these alternatives and analysis of the results revealed the fa ds shown
by the accompanying table.
TUR E

Case
Liner
Door
Panel
Breaker strip
Shelves
Insulation
Total

W. G. CARD07, Erie Chapter

"EXPLOSION" CHARTS FOR PART
AND ASSEMBLY COSTS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
RE CE N TL Y WE USED A PARTS catalog illustration to present an assembly cost breakdown to our company executives. The
analysis was so well received that the idea
commends itself as worth passing on. In
the working ou t of the plan, the parts catalog depa rtment furnished on requ est copies
of the assembly "explosion" sheets, Exhibit

1. These show, in pictu re form, each of the
parts in an assembly, properly identified by
part number and so positioned a s to depict

Cost if increased space is in:

Present
cost

Height

Width

Depth

$1.50

$1.71

$1.62

1.00
.75
.15
.50
1.50
1.00

1.21
.86

1.10
.84
.18
.58
1.53
1.15

$1.74
1.15
.75

$6.40

Although the figures in the table a re not
actual, they illustrate the comparison afforded by the ones arrived at and which
were used by management. It was decided that the advance design section could
use depth as the basic lowest cost design
to secure an additional cubic foot of storage
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space in the product. Tooling costs were
highest on depth and lowest on height. Of
course, in addition to the cost figures shown
above, commercial acceptance had to be
considered. However, the approach to cost
decisions, embodied in the study, strengthened the departments in their common endeavor to aid management.

.15
.58
2.20
1.201
$7.91

$6.98

.15
.50
1.53
1.12
$6.94

its working relationship with

the other

parts.
In using these charts for cost presentation, the cost accounting department has
only to enter the parts costs in an appropriate location where each will be readily
identified by its respective part number and
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 1
diagram, and then to show a recapitulation
which will summarize the parts costs, add
in the assembly labor and overhead, and
present a total assembly cost. The parts
costs are, of course, for the quantity of the
parts required for the assembly. For instance, where two or more of a given pa rt

2.

3.

are specified, the cost shown will be for the
qu antity needed a nd not a u nit cost for the
part. We ha ve fou nd the u se of a - P - or
an "M," entered beside the pa rt nu mber, to
be a simple means of distinguishing purchased parts from manufactured parts.

4.

Some of the advantages of the graphic
type of assembly presentation thus developed are:
I. It helps the cost accountant to visualize
parts in relation to cost and to initiate
investigation of those parts costs which
may appear t o be inconsistent. Doing
this in advance of release of cost data
may locate errors and, at least, will prepare the accountant to answer better the
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5.

questions which might be expected to be
raised by executives.
The comparison of one part and its cost
with a similar part and its cost can operate to disclose efficiencies adopted in
the manufacturing process for one but
not the other. Such discoveries can be
very helpful to manufacturing executives.
This method of cost presentation avoids
burdening executives with over- extensive
operation and cost element detail for all
parts. Such detail is furnished on request and only for items desired. In this
manner, the preparation and typing of
detail schedules is limited to those
which will actually be helpful.
I t enables administrative and accounting executives to better visualize parts
and to understand the functions of these
parts, when discussing manufacturing
costs with manufacturing executives.
It i s an effec tive tool to help coordinate
the thinking of t w o individuals who may
have occasion to discuss relative costs by
telephone. If a picture of t he assembly
under discussion is before the par ties on
both ends of the line, the chance of misunderstanding is greatly reduced.
CLAIR D. WELLER, Peoria Chapter
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AUDITING PENSION CHECKS
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
The retirement plan operated by one
company includes some 1,100 pension payments monthly. Although the checks call
for a personal endorsement by means of a
printed statement on the back, it was found
that the banks did not always follow this
requirement.
Former employees living in the immediate locality of the company were visited
periodically by employees of the company's
welfare department. Through this practice
and by wa tching the obitua ry notices in the
local newspapers, a close check could be
had covering deceased employees. However,
there was no death benefit feature to the
plan and the personal endorsement on the
check was the only mea ns of k nowing tha t
far -away pensioners were still living.

COMING ARTICLES

The retirement committee gave some
thought to an audit practice which could be
followed to eliminate the possibility of issuance of check s after the pensioner had deceased and to prevent the forging of checks.
A rule was finally adopted by the committee
requiring that a signatu re ca rd be obtained
at the time the pensioner filed an application for retirement. Endorsements on all
checks were to be compared with the signature card when returned by the bank after
payment. Any doubtful cases were to be
called to the a ttention of the au ditor of the
company for action.
Pensioners are also notified that if more
than three checks remain u ncashed, no further checks will be issued until the pensioner has been contacted and the reason
for failure to cash the checks determined.
LINDA STANFORD, Binghamton Chapter
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Administration of a Large Accounting Department
by S. D. Flinn

A Bonus Plan for Operating Department Heads
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